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Welcome...
... to the comprehensive, new 

catalogue from lucy zodion.

From a single photocell kit, to  

pre-wired pillars, to complete 

lighting management systems, you 

will find everything you need to 

fulfil your requirements.

Lucy zodion – together we are 
leading the way in switched on 
street lighting.
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Saving costs through energy reduction 
With continued pressures on the costs of energy it is 
essential that our products remain at the forefront of 
efficiency and that we provide the products and tools to 
enable our customers to implement the most effective 
control solutions.  Our product range encompasses  
class-leading control solutions including the UK’s most 
widely adopted CMS, GMT/BST correcting part-night 
photocells, and the innovative ‘reflect relay’.

Durability
All lucy zodion products are designed with durability in 
mind.  On-street conditions can be harsh, and our products 
are a match for this environment and result from years of 
experience in electrical distribution and control.  The use of 
carefully selected high-quality materials ensures optimum 
life expectancy.

Support
Lucy zodion can offer a wide range of skills and support 
routes.  We provide engineer-led custom designs and 
have a knowledge-base of applications and solutions for 
nearly all requirements.  We pride ourselves on service 
and delivery and we are able to provide fast and efficient 
supply either from stock, or on short lead-times.  

Leading the way…
Lucy zodion is a leader in the design and 

manufacture of streetlighting equipment in the UK.  

Our product range spans the on-street installation of 

lighting from electrical distribution to control.  Our 

leading position has been reached through constant 

innovation in both our products and service.  

www.lucyzodion.com
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Photocell Technology
•   lucy zodion manufactures over 500,000 

photocells a year

•   Our photocells  operate with extreme 
precision using sensitive specialised sensors 
closely matching the response curve of the 
human eye

•   Wide variety of products to cover all 
streetlighting applications

•   Very low energy consumption

•   Our range includes part-night (both dimming 
and to OFF).  We can also offer automatic 

GMT/BST (DLS - day-light saving) correction

Fortress Pillars
•   Robust durable well-engineered attractive 

street-furniture

•   Available in Cast Iron, Galvanised Steel, or 
Stainless steel in a wide variety of finishes

•   Wide range of sizes and formats to suit all 
equipment needs

•   Design service for pre-wired and custom 
pillars available

•   Innovative range of discreet retractable 
power pillars to suit on-street delivery of 

temporary services

Vizion® Central Management System (CMS)
•   Enables full control and monitoring of streetlighting assets

•   Integrates with many asset management systems

•   Very secure web-based host

•   Uses most widely deployed streetlighting CMS protocol in UK today

•   Wide range of advanced deployment tools

•   Supports ‘Constant Light Output’ and ‘Spacing Optimisation’ through 
simple high-level regime control 

our products
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Fused Products
•   Highly versatile ranges of cut-outs and 

isolators

•   Designed with ease of installation in mind

•   Robust construction ensures durability 
through the use of specialised engineering 
polymers

•   Modular format enables inclusion of control 
options in Trojan

•   Wide range of accessories enable most 
wiring configurations to be accommodated

•   Bespoke design and build service available

Electronic Ballasts and Drivers
•   Full range of ballasts and drivers to suit most 

HID sources used in streetlighting.

•   All products feature dimming control 
allowing either CMS or self-contained control 
regimes to be implemented.

•   Compact size enables inclusion in most 
luminaires

•   Very high efficiency C-DC drive waveform

•   Easy integration with Vizion and lucy zodion 
part-night dimming solutions
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A new era in street lighting, the Vizion Central 
Management System (CMS) provides a complete 
street lighting management solution. Vizion 
CMS is a ‘quick to install’ system that gives you 
complete control of your street lighting network. 
It allows you to switch, vary light output and 
monitor from your computer or web enabled 
device. Vizion provides an extremely accurate 
control, monitoring and reporting system 
covering fault identification, energy use, billing, 
lamp status, performance data and predictive 
maintenance. Vizion CMS offers a flexible future 
for street lighting control.

vizion
intelligent street lighting 
management system

6
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Introduction to Vizion 

Vizion Central Management System (CMS) provides an 
infrastructure to allow for the remote monitoring and 
control of the street lighting inventory. This is provided 
by the installation of a communication network and 
equipment within each asset to provide this monitoring 
and control. The data to and from the system is 
controlled by a database server (called a Vizion Host) 
acting to provide this monitoring and control. 

A Vizion CMS system provides four fundamental 
functions:

1.  control of light output and switching regimes

2.   monitoring of the status of the Street lighting 
infrastructure

3.  flexible asset status reporting

4.  concise reporting of energy consumption.    
  Approved by and listed by Elexon complying with 

the requirements of BSCP520 .

Benefits
Control of costs

By ensuring precise switching times and appropriate 
variable lighting levels, and then alerting you 
immediately to any fixture operating outside defined 
parameters, Vizion delivers maximum operational 
efficiency across your network. This could save you up 
to 40% energy consumption per unit.

Environmentally friendly

Conventional photocell controls only allow relatively 
simple control regimes to be implemented. In contrast 
Vizion CMS provide the control platform to allow 
highly developed regimes to be put in place, closely 
tailoring the operation of each streetlight to the 
varying requirements of today’s needs. The fact that 
modifications can be very rapidly deployed across the 
network means that lighting can be flexibly designed 
to meet the actual requirements of today, with 
provision included for tomorrow’s challenges.

This facility will also help towards achieving the 
Government targets on energy consumption and help 
to reduce your carbon footprint.

Efficient and effective

Vizion CMS enables you to ensure that the street lights 
are always operating as intended. Problems can be 
addressed quickly and effectively, as any light working 
incorrectly will immediately be identified and an alert 
sent periodically to your computer. 

By managing and controlling your network of street 
lights from one location, Vizion CMS reduces the reliance 
on manual patrols to determine the status of each 
light. In combination with greater efficiency of repair 
operations this gives you the added benefit of more 
effective use of your workforce.

One step at a time

One of the real advantages of the Vizion Central 
Management System (CMS) is that it can be 
implemented in phases and will be compatible with any 
other WiMAC enabled products on the network.

There is no need to replace all street light Nodes 
immediately, Vizion is highly scalable. Instead, as and 
when budgets allow, your street light network can be 
replaced with Vizion CMS one section at a time.

Meeting your needs

We can work with you to implement a strategic 
replacement plan, which fits into your budget and 
meets your requirements.

This approach allows you to gradually build up the cost 
and energy savings associated with Vizion CMS.

intelligent street lighting management system
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vizion

How does Vizion CMS work?

Control at your fingertips
Vizion Central Management System (CMS) is a 
convenient and effective street lighting system that 
provides you with total management of your entire 
street light network from any web enabled computer. 
Log into the Vizion website and you have access 
to reports, information and control over your street 
lighting. The Vizion Host exchanges information with 
the installed estate of Collectors. Using the safe and 
secure WiMAC protocol, the Collector in turn sends and 
receives information from each Node within its range.

Regardless of the number of lighting points Vizion gives 
you the freedom to choose interoperable products that 
fully integrate within your lighting network.

Regardless of the number of lighting points Vizion 
gives you the freedom to choose interoperable 
products that fully integrate within your lighting 
network.

Within the Vizion Central Management System (CMS) 
there are five main products:

• Collector

• Nema Node 

• Ballast Node

• ZEBC Smart Electronic Ballast

• Vizion Host

Internet 
Browser

Host

Collectors Streetlights 
with Nodes

Example Architecture of Vizion

With its utilisation of the CMS protocol WiMAC868 the 
Vizion Central Management System has the benefit 
of interoperability with other suppliers of WiMAC868 

enabled equipment. WiMAC868 is also highly scaleable, 
allowing everything from a very small installation to 
one with over 200,000 nodes. This provides peace 
of mind as the interoperability and scaleability of 
WiMAC868 assures continued multi-vendor participation 
across the largest of cities or countries into the future.

NEMA Flexibility
The flexibility of the NEMA node fitting allows fast and 
efficient roll-out for both new and existing installations.

The Complete Scaleable Interoperable Solution
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ZEBC Electronic 
Ballast 250

NEMA Node

Ballast Node

Pidion

Hand held tester

Elements that make 
up the system

The Host

vizion
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intelligent street lighting management system

Making up the Vizion system are:
• ZEBC Series Smart Electronic Ballast

• Collector Two-Way Interactive Manager

•  Choice of Nodes (Ballast Node Integrating Link/ 
NEMA Nodes)

Operated through an internet browser that allows web 
access to the Host, these elements provide you with 
a complete Vizion Management System that can help 
you achieve significant energy and cost savings.

The ZEBC Smart Electronic Ballast can also be used as 
a stand-alone unit that can be incorporated later into a 
full Vizion Management System. As a stand-alone unit 
it delivers exceptional technical performance.

The Hand Held Tester can be used to check 
performance of a Vizion enabled streetlight. The  
tester will run through an automated set of tests 
including performing a lamp strike. This empowers  
the installer or maintenance engineer to check each 
unit individually.

Through the utilisation of our Pidion Installation Device 
it is possible to install a Node and pair it automatically 
at the point of installation with the designated Collector.  
The whole process takes less than 60 seconds from the 
scanning of the Node with the in built scanner, through 
to the associating it with the Collector.

Collector
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vizion

Multi-Stage Part-Night Dimming Profile

Time

Light O
utput

Vizion Total Management
Variable Lighting Solution
A variable lighting facility can be provided by operating 
a Ballast node in conjunction with a ZEBC Smart 
Electronic Ballast.

This combination offers a multi-stage dimming facility 
which can lead to very significant energy and cost 
savings.

Using the ZEBC Smart Electronic Ballast you can 
turn the ballast ON or OFF or select a dim-level in 
1% increments. This fine digital control allows for 
the implementation of Continuous Light Output 
(CLO) to compensate for lamp aging and luminaire 
contamination.

Using the Ballast Node in conjunction with the ZEBC 
Ballast presents you with full system diagnostics. 

Any predictive or actual lamp failures are quickly 
identified. Vizion also monitors the performance of any 
control gear present within the lighting network and  
any communication anomaly is displayed by the 
reporting facility.

Commissioning Tools
With a broad range of commissioning tools lucy 
zodion’s Vizion CMS is simple to install and can be 
rapidly commissioned. These tools allow on-site system 
configuration, commissioning and testing. They also  
have powerful diagnoistic capabilities and are very 
simple to use.

Vizion Host
The Vizion host server is maintained by Zodion. All 
authorised users are provided with secure access to 
this web-based system, via the Internet. It is through 
the Vizion Host that instructions are sent from your 
internet browser to the Collector and transferred to 
the Nodes within the street lights. It also collects 
information from the Collectors, which can then be 
accessed, via the Internet, by any authorised user.

This convenient and cost-effective system means 
that you do not require any additional software or 
equipment other than a computer or laptop with 
a suitable browser and Internet access. Instead, as 
an authorised user, you can log onto Vizion from 
anywhere in the world through our secure website.

• Allows control of more than 200,000 nodes

•  Provides control: 
Activation type (Photocell, Time or Solar Timeclock) 
8 seven daytime profiles per collector, each with 12 
events to allow multi-stage dimming  
Unlimited seven day profiles per host

•  Provides reports: 
On-screen, pdf or spreadsheet. 
Faults and predictive faults. 
Energy Consumption. 
System status. 
Inventory.
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Nodes
A Node is located on top or within each street light. The Node, which replaces 
the existing PECU, is a communication module which sends and receives 
information about the status of the street light to/from the ‘Collector’.

Nema Node
The Nema Node is a retrofit solution replacing the existing Nema photocell. 
Nema Nodes offer a quick and convenient replacement for any street 
light that currently uses a Nema Photocell. Each Nema Node provides 
monitoring and switching of conventional and ECG gear.

Technical Summary

Luminaire Fitting Standard NEMA Fitting

Onsite Protection Polycarbonate

IP rating IP 65 correctly fitted

Enclosure material Polycarbonate

Operating temperature range -30 - +75 °C

Power Supply requirements 198 - 264 Vac 50Hz

Receiver classification Class 2

Device classification Class 2

Performance Compliance EN300 220 / REC 70-03 Annex1 (g1)

Manufactured UK

Technical Summary

Luminaire Fitting 20mm hole, washer & nut seal

Onsite Protection Polycarbonate

IP rating IP 66 correctly fitted

Enclosure material Polycarbonate

Operating temperature range -30 - +75 °C

Power Supply requirements Supplied from Vizion ZEBC Ballast

Receiver classification Class 2

Device classification Class 2

Performance Compliance EN300 220 / REC 70-03 Annex1 (g1)

Manufactured UK

Ballast Node
The Ballast Node has been designed to integrate exclusively with the 
Vizion ‘ZEBC’ Smart Electronic ballast to facilitate the variable lighting 
solution. The Ballast Node fits through a 20mm hole when mounted 
through the canopy of the luminaire. The Ballast Node provides the highest 
degree of system functionality as it allows dimming to be implemented 
(which is not possible with a NEMA Node).

• Interoperable through WiMAC868 enabled central management

• Total Management when incorporated within Vizion CMS system

• Light weight high impact resistance product

• Wide operating temperature range

C Node Dimensions Nema Node Dimensions

Ballast Node Dimensions

138

3.75

17

81

81

138
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vizion

ZEBC Smart Electronic Ballast
The new ZEBC Ballast is suitable for both Metal Halide and High Pressure 
Sodium lamps. The ZEBC is designed for use as either a stand-alone unit 
or for integration into the Vizion system. The ZEBCs high efficiency ensures 
significant reductions are made in energy consumption and that stable power 
consumption is maintained over the full operating voltage range. The full 
features of the ZEBC ballast are unlocked by connection to a Ballast Node and 
Vizion CMS.

• Interoperable through WiMAC868 enabled central management

•  Diverse management capability when incorporated within Vizion CMS 
system

See table on page 16

Collector
The collector is a two way transmitting module that sits within a localised network of nodes.

Each collector has a maximum capacity of up to 250 nodes within a 3km radius. In practice, working numbers may 
be less due to localised conditions.

The collector scans the local network for faults and modifies control regimes according to the type of activation 
and time profile selected.

Each collector has the facility to adopt any nodes within its range that are not already assigned to another 
collector or if an adjacent collector ceases to operate for any reason (up to the collectors maximum capacity).

Through the WiMAC protocol – a secure, wireless communication channel - the Collector, has two-way 
communication with the Nodes on all street lights within its range. Each Collector has a maximum capacity of 
up to 250 Nodes within a 3km radius. In practice, working numbers may be less due to localised conditions. The 
Collector collects the information from all the street lights in its area and, using GPRS, sends the information to the 
Vizion Host. The Collector also receives messages from the Vizion Host and transmits them to the individual Nodes 
on the street lights. The Collector ensures that the Nodes are operating according to their schedule.

Technical Summary

Appropriate Fitting fundamentals 20mm hole, washer & nut seal

Onsite Protection Externally sealed enclosure

IP rating IP 66 correctly fitted

Enclosure material Polycarbonate

Operating temperature range -20 - +55°C

Power Supply requirements Supplied from Vizion ZEBC Ballast

Server Communications Quad band GSM / GPRS, integral antenna

Receiver classification Class 2

Device classification Class 2

Performance Compliance EN300 220 / REC 70-03 Annex1 (g1)

Manufactured UK

Dimensions Height 145mm, Width 135mm

Dimensions
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Cornwall County Council’s ‘Invest to Save’ programme

VIZION CMS IN ACTION

After a comprehensive evaluation of Central 
Management System manufacturers, with a 
view to installing a street lighting control system 
countywide as part of its ‘Invest to Save’ program, 
Cornwall County Council chose Lucy Zodion Ltd as its 
preferred supplier. 

Lucy Zodion’s Vizion Central Management System 
provided a solution that would make it possible for 
Cornwall County Council to control the times that 
its street lights were turned on and off or dimmed 
area by area, reducing energy consumption and CO2 
emissions whilst maintaining the current level of 
street lighting cover.

Due to Cornwall’s varied topography, Lucy Zodion 
used its 3D planning model to ensure the collector 
(communication hub for the system) maintained 
the highest level of remote communication with 
the nodes fitted to individual street lights, to offer 
an excellent level of control at all times.

Lucy Zodion Ltd has provided over 49,000 Nodes 
for the project, including 45W, 60W, 90W and 
140W ballasts, along with all collectors. These were 
automatically added to the Central management 
System thanks to a link that has been created 

between Cornwall County Council’s software and 
the Vizion system.

The energy saving so far for Cornwall County 
Council based on the 75% dim rate is 4,959MWh. 
This equates to £438,000 and represents a 28% 
cost saving to date. The load saving is 1,196kW and 
carbon emissions have been reduced by 2,683T CO2.

The contract has worked extremely well and 
Cornwall County Council is very happy with the 
product, quality service and benefits of Lucy 
Zodion’s Vizion CMS system. 

The new system will offer a number of benefits to 
Cornwall County Council and the county’s individual 
communities. Communities will be able to have a 
say over how and when their streets will be lit and 
light pollution across the county will be reduced. 
Over the next 25 years an estimated £54m will 
be saved compared to the cost of running the 
originally planned 47,000 street lights across 
Cornwall. In addition the carbon footprint will be 
reduced by as much as 50% depending on how 
communities decide to light their streets. The new 
lamps also need less electricity to run and therefore 
use less energy and produce less carbon. 

vizion
intelligent street lighting management system

To see how the Vizion Central Management System can benefit you, 
call +44 (0)1422 317337.
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ZEBC Range
•  Assured power factor correction 

for life

•  Automatic lamp detection, 
suitable for metal Halide, high 
pressure sodium lamps. A 
separate Cosmopolis range is also 
available

•  Interoperable product through 
WiMAC868 enabled Central 
Management Systems (CMS)

•  Use as stand alone ballast or 
integrate Vizion CMS system

•  Diverse management capability 
when incorporated within Vizion 
CMS system (see table on page 16)

•  Stable power output over full 
operating voltage range

•  High efficiency ensures significant 
reduction in energy consumption

•  Can be fitted as a single  
stand-alone unit now and then 
incorporated into the Vizion 
system at a later date

ZEBC Electronic 
Ballast 250

ZEBC Electronic 
Ballast 70
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ZEBC range

 ZEBC 35 ZEBC 45 ZEBC 50 ZEBC 60 ZEBC  70 ZEBC 90 ZEBC 100 ZEBC 140 ZEBC 150 ZEBC 250

Lamp Types 35W 45W 50W 60W 70W 90W 100W 140W 150W 250W 
 HPS/CDMH COSMO HPS/CDMH COSMO HPS/CDMH COSMO HPS/CDMH COSMO HPS/CDMH HPS

                                                                                Not suitable for lamps with internal Ignitor

Input Voltage Range                                                                                                                    207-254V (50/60Hz)      

Lamp operating  100Hz 415Hz 160Hz 415Hz 160Hz 415Hz 160Hz 415Hz 160Hz 160Hz 
Frequency  

Nominal Input Current 0.2A 0.23A 0.27A 0.32A 0.37A 0.43A 0.50A 0.66A 0.70A 1.24A 

Nominal Power 44.5W 49W 55W 68W 79W 97W 110W 153W 161W 268W  
Consumption  
(100% OUTPUT) 

Lamp operating Power 39W 45W 50W 60W 71W 90W 100W 140W 147W 250W

Power Factor                                                                                                                >0.95

Ignition Voltage                                                                                                              2.5kVpk     2.7kVpk

Lamp Wiring Limits                                                   3m or 150pF (Cable needs to be rated for 2.7kV intermittent operation)                              

                                                                              Cable specification subject to confirmation

Typical Warm up time                                                                                                1.5 minutes (CDMH)

Thermally Protected                                                                                                                 Yes 

Enclosure                                                                                   Anodised Aluminium Casing and Base   Polycarbonate

Operating Temperature                                       -20 to +50°C 
range                                                                                                                          

Storage Temperature                                       -40 to +85°C 
range                                                                                                                          

Maximum Case Temp                                              80°C   
(Tc)                                                                                                                                 

EMC & performance                       EN61000-3-2:2000, EN61347-2-12:2005, EN61000-3-3:2001  
compliance                                    

Vizion Diverse                                                       Control: variable lighting – Dynamic switching regimes – time profiling 
Management Ballast 
when used with                                                                                  Reporting: Lamp faults (Predictive/Actual)  
Vizion CMS system 

Dimensions (in mm)                                                                                                     145 x 91 x 37 high    166 x 98.9 x 61.5
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electronic control gear

Migration path

There is a simple migration route from photocell controlled electronic control gear through to full CMS. By fitting 
the ZEBC range of ballasts you are assured of flexibility in control, without the need to change the ballast as your 
control needs develop!  The ZEBC ballast range provides ‘enabled’ control. Lanterns can be simply configured with 
conventional photocells, and upgraded to part-night dimming or full CMS control at a later date. Whilst some re-
wiring will be required, the ballast can remain undisturbed and, dependent upon the gear-tray configuration, may 
not need to be touched beyond plugging a lead onto the ‘Data Point’ cable from the ballast.
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Design Process
Our CAD driven design procedure guarantees a well 
engineered product from the outset. The dedicated design 
team will work with a client not only from the start, but 
through all the processes to the finished product. Lucy 
zodion have designed and produced some very exciting 
innovative products over the last few years, and we offer 
our customers the latest cutting edge technology with 
highly skilled designers and engineers.

Production
All of the pre-wired products are built in the custom 
build area within the Thame factory by qualified panel 
builders. We are introducing sustainable energy solutions 
for many of our manufacturing processes to ensure we 
uphold our responsibility to the environment. We only use 
named brand parts in our prewired solutions to ensure our 
customers receive a product that will last the test of time.

Testing
After manufacture our products are thoroughly tested 
within the purpose built L.V test area to ensure they meet 
BS7671 and meet the requirements of BSEN 60439. Our 
test procedures and quality assurance inspections driven 
by our ISO 9001 accreditation ensure our products perform 
correctly and safely. We make sure all of our products will 
remain durable and effective in the most challenging of 
environments.

production 
process

pre-wired
introduction
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The Castle range now includes the innovative 
Westminster and Telescopic retractable power 
pillars. Fully operational in 60 seconds, the pillars 
can be locked and folded flat when not in use. 
The ideal solution for supplying temporary power 
to markets, shopping centres and airports. 

With a choice of finishes and base materials, 
the Fortress range of pillars, including heritage, 
custom and special pillars, are able to withstand a 
variety of hostile climatic conditions for very long 
periods of time with virtually no maintenance. 
Most variants feature detachable roots and 
rooves, the former serving to aid installation 
by reducing the weight, the latter enabling the 
equipped back board to be inserted with the 
pillar on site. If a particular application calls for 
a product outside the standard offer, lucy zodion 
is able to engage its Design and Engineering 
services to create a truly bespoke solution.

castle & 
fortress ranges
retractable power pillars and 
feeder pillars
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westminster

Additional important advantages include;

•   Completely flush top surface when not in use

•   Recess in cover to receive matching floor infill

•   Electrical components sealed to IP 67/68

•   Automatic power disconnection when unit is 
folded away

•   Custom versions available to order

Lucy zodion’s latest innovative product packs 
a host of features in an extremely robust 
structure that can be locked and folded flat 
when not in use. It can be equipped with 
earth leakage and overload protection devices 
to ensure high operator safety levels and is 
therefore ideal for supplying temporary power 
to markets, shopping centres and airports.

ca
st
le

retractable power pillars from the Castle Range
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Specification

5mm/10mm galvanised steel 
construction

Long life stainless steel wedge 
lock and hinges

Electrical components 
protected to IP67/68

18mm thick treated exterior 
grade plywood backboard

Pre-drilled cable entries

Hinged stainless steel lock 
cover

Stainless steel anti-vermin 
mesh

Door seal

20mm deep recess in cover for 
infill medium

Gas strut assisted lid

All components fully earth 
bonded

Bolted construction for easy 
panel replacement in case of 
damage

110/230/400V a.c. variants

Weight: Approximately 91kgs

selection chart

Options

Stainless steel construction

Painted or powder coated to RAL 
colour of Customer’s choice

Digital or solar timer controlled 
supply

Possibility to integrate Smart 
Metering facilities

Earthing mat

Dimensions

Overall dimensions (mm)

 Outgoing ways

 2  4

Length (L) 785 915

Width 455 455

Tub height 295 295

Raised height (H) 547 677

Raised width 237 237
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telescopic

•   Mounts flush to the finished floor 
surface

•   Pillar body hidden in closed 
position

•   In a closed position, the pillar’s 
robust design can withstand the 
impact from passing vehicles and 
pedestrians

•   Weatherproof electrical enclosure

•   Electrical parts sealed to IP67/IP68

•   Ideal for markets, shopping 
centres and airports

•   Compact unit is ideal for 
applications where space is 
limited

•   Gas strut assisted opening

•   Power disconnected in the 
lowered position

The compact and robust 
unit that supplies temporary 
power for outdoor use

ca
st
le

retractable power pillars from the Castle Range
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telescopic
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Specification

Stainless steel construction

Electric component sealed to

IP67/IP68

Gas strut assisted lid

All components fully earth 
bonded

All parts are bolted together 
for easy replacement

110/240

Power disconnect limit switch

LED indicator of power on

selection chart

Options

Painted or powder coated to RAL 
colour of Customer’s choice

Lid dimensions 250mm sq

Installed depth 380mm

Raised height 400mm

Dimensions

Fits flush to ground level

Fully operational in 60 secs
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fortress mini

Fortress Mini pillars are available in 7 
sizes to cater for the needs of most small 
installations. The top mounted tri-head lock 
secures the door in place. With the lock 
opened, the door lifts away from its slot 
location at the bottom of the cabinet to give 
unrestricted access to the pillar internals. 
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The following finishes are available:

HDG: Mild steel hot dip galvanised to 

BS EN ISO 1461

HDP: Mild steel hot dip galvanised 

to BS EN ISO 1461 followed by a 

pre-treatment then painted grey RAL 

7012 as standard.

Specification

Removable doors with tri-head 
locks

Back board made from 18mm 
treated exterior grade plywood

Detachable roof enabling 
pre-equipped back board to be 
installed on site

‘Danger’ warning label fitted in 
door recess

Earth lead between pillar body 
and door

High quality UV resistant paint 
to an average thickness of 60 
microns

Stainless steel fixings and locks

Detachable root section 
finished in bitumen enriched 
paint

Options

Stainless steel cabinet

Customer specification  
pre-wired solutions available

Other colours / labels 
available to special order

Optional G2A Highways 
Agency paint specification
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fortress mini
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selection chart

W

D

Top

D

H

R

H

Root

W

D

Top

R

H

WD

DHBackboard

W

D

Top

D

H

R

H

Root

W

D

Top

R

H

WD

DHBackboard

W

D

Top

D

H

R

H

Root

W

D

Top

R

H

WD

DHBackboard

4815/4816

W

D

Top

D

H

R

H

Root

W

D

Top

R

H

WD

DHBackboard

W

D

Top

D

H

R

H

Root

W

D

Top

R

H

WD

DHBackboard

4810/4811/4812/4813/4814

Dimensions (mm)

Outgoing ways 4810  4811 4812 4813 4814 4815 4816

Nominal Size in inches (WxD) 4x4 6x4 6x6 8x6 10x6 14x6 19x10 

Height Above Ground 785 785 785 785 785 985 1000 

Root Section (R) 300 300 300 300 300 300 300

Width (W) 113 163 163 213 265 365 503

Depth (D) 120 120 170 170 170 170 250

Door Opening Height (DH) 510 510 510 510 510 710 800

Working Depth (WD) 85 85 130 130 130 130 199

Backboard Size (WxH)  90x500 140x500 140x500 190x500 240x500 345x700 480x780

Weight (Kg) 11 14 16 19 22 32 47

The ordering code consists of 4 sections

Ref.

4810 H=785 W=113 D=120

4811 H=785 W=163 D=120

4812 H=785 W=163 D=170

4813 H=785 W=213 D=170

4814 H=785 W=2650 D=170

4815 H=985 W=365 D=170

4816 H=1000 W=503 D=250   

Ref.

3  3mm   

Ref.

HDG Hot Dip Galvanised

HDP   Hot Dip Galvanised and 
Painted (Grey as standard)

   Other colours available on 
request  

pillar size (mm)
nominal material 
thickness*material type

*At manufactures 
discretion

Ref.

PW* Pre Wired

SL* Special Locks

SS Stainless Steel 

options

*State Components or 
Lock type required

(See Feeder Pillar 
Accessory page 42)
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fortress single door

The Fortress Single Door pillars 
are available in 6 sizes in both 
mild and stainless steel. Mild steel 
variants can be obtained in two 
panel thicknesses with a choice of 
a hot dip galvanised finish or hot 
dip galvanising followed by paint.

When ordering stainless steel 

versions, the customer is free to 

specify the grade and finish required. 

Further options can be selected 

from the list overleaf and should be 

specified at the time of order.

Specification

Long life solid stainless steel 
hinge blocks on all versions

Vandal resistant fully flush 
hinges

Two tri-head locks fitted as 
standard

Backboard made from 18mm 
treated exterior grade plywood

Detachable roof

‘Danger’ warning label fitted in 
door recess

Detachable root section 
finished in bitumen enriched 
paint

Earth lead between pillar body 
and door

High quality UV resistant paint 
to an average thickness of 60 
microns

Door seal to IP65

Options

Customer specification  
pre-wired solutions available

Other colours / labels 
available to special order

Optional G2A Highways 
Agency paint specification

fo
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fortress single door
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selection chart

W

H

DW

DH

R

WD

D

Dimensions (mm)

Pillar size code 05  06 08 09 10 12

Height (H) above ground 791 636 836 1088 1194 1294

Root Section (R) 350 300 300 350 350 350

Width (W) 310 400 600 661 800 1100

Depth (D) 220 180 250 281 350 400

Door Opening Height (DH) 585 410 610 860 907 1007

Door Opening Width (DW) 200 300 500 550 700 1000

Working Depth (WD) 170 155 225 225 325 375

Backboard Size (WxH) 650x300 390x475 590x675 640x930 790x975 1080x1075

Weight (Kg) (3mm thickness) 36 42.5 71.5 84 108 142

The ordering code consists of 4 sections

Ref.

05 H=791 W=310 D=220

06 H=636 W=400 D=180

08 H=836 W=600 D=250

09 H=1088 W=661 D=281

10 H=1194 W=800 D=350

12 H=1294 W=1100 D=400   

Ref.

2.5  2.5mm Stainless 
Steel

3  3mm

5 5mm

Ref.

HDG Hot Dip Galvanised

HDP  Hot Dip Galvanised and  
Painted (Grey as standard)
Other colours available on 
request

304 304 grade stainless steel

30P 304 grade painted finish

30L 304 grade grit finish

3CP 3CR12 painted finish

316 316 grade stainless steel

31P 316 grade painted finish

31S 316 grade polished finish

31L 316 grade grit finish

pillar size (mm)
nominal material 
thickness*material type

Anti vandal lock available

(See Feeder Pillar Accessory page 42)

options

Ref.

A Internal Gland Plate

B  In fill panel for root section  
(standard colour: black)

D Yale Lock

E Hasp and Staple

G Heater Kit

H 13 Amp Socket Kit

I  Lighting Kit, door activated if 
required

J  Document pocket inside door

SS Stainless Steel

S  If “S” Special requirement is 
selected, a full description 
with diagrams and 
specification must be provided

*At manufactures 
discretion
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fortress double door

Specification

Long life solid stainless steel 
hinge blocks on all versions

Three vandal resistant fully 
flush hinges per door

Two Lucy wedge locks fitted as 
standard

Backboard made from 18mm 
treated exterior grade plywood

Detachable roof with lifting 
hooks on pillar body

‘Danger’ warning label fitted in 
door recess

Detachable root section 
finished in bitumen enriched 
paint

Earth lead between pillar body 
and door

High quality UV resistant paint 
to an average thickness of 60 
microns

Door seal to IP65

Options

Customer specification  
pre-wired solutions available

Other colours / labels 
available to special order

Optional G2A Highways 
Agency paint specification

A total of 9 sizes make up 
the Fortress Double Door 
pillar family. Retaining all the 
features of the single door 
variants, the double door 
pillars open up to give full 
access to the cabinet interior 
without the impedance of a 
central divider.

As with the single door 
products, the mild steel double 
door types can be obtained in 
two panel thickness with a hot 
dip galvanised finish or hot dip 
galvanising followed by paint.

When ordering stainless steel 

versions, the customer can 

specify the grade and finish 

required although only one 

thickness is available.fo
rt
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fortress double door
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selection chart

HDH

W

R

WD

D

Dimensions (mm)

Pillar size code 14  16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

Height above Ground (H) 1300 1300 1300 1300 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600

Root Section (R) 380 380 380 380 380 380 380 380 380

Width (W) 1250 1500 1750 2000 1250 1500 1750 2000 2250

Depth (D) 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450

Door Opening Height (DH) 980 980 980 980 1280 1280 1280 1280 1280

Door Opening Width (DW) 1148 1398 1648 1898 1148 1398 1648 1898 2148

Working Depth (WD) 375 375 375 375 375 375 375 375 375

Backboard Size (WxH) 1225x1085 1475x1085 1725x1085 1975x1085 1225x1385 1475x1385 1725x1385 1975x1385 2225x1385

Weight (Kg) (thickness 3mm) 176 202 234 266 201 231 269 305 343

The ordering code consists of 4 sections

Ref.

14 H=1300 W=1250 D=450

16 H=1300 W=1500 D=450

18 H=1300 W=1750 D=450

20 H=1300 W=2000 D=450

22 H=1600 W=1250 D=450

24 H=1600 W=1500 D=450

26 H=1600 W=1750 D=450

28 H=1600 W=2000 D=450

30 H=1600 W=2250 D=450   

Ref.

2.5  2.5mm Stainless 
Steel

3  3mm

5 5mm

Ref.

HDG Hot Dip Galvanised

HDP  Hot Dip Galvanised and 
Painted (Grey as standard)
Other colours available on 
request

304 304 grade stainless steel

30P 304 grade painted finish

30L 304 grade grit finish

3CP 3CR12 painted finish

316 316 grade stainless steel

31P 316 grade painted finish

31S 316 grade polished finish

31L 316 grade grit finish

pillar size (mm)
nominal material 
thickness*material type

Anti vandal lock available

(See Feeder Pillar Accessory page 42)

options

Ref.

A Internal Gland Plate

B  In fill panel for root section  
(standard colour: black)

D Yale Lock

E Hasp and Staple

G Heater Kit

H 13 Amp Socket Kit

I  Lighting Kit, door activated if 
required

J  Document pocket inside door

SS Stainless Steel

S  If “S” Special requirement is 
selected, a full description 
with diagrams and 
specification must be provided

Note Lifting lugs provided are only 
designed to lift the pillar shell.

*At manufactures 
discretion
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slimline

This latest addition to the Lucy family of 
pillars is based on a modular format where 
the cabinet width increases in increments of 
100 or 150mm. Six popular sizes are offered 
with the same material and paint choices as 
the Fortress pillars. Alternative specification 
products can be obtained either from the 
list below or via the Sales Department if a 
bespoke item is required. 

Specification

Long life solid stainless steel 
hinge blocks on all versions

Vandal resistant fully flush 
hinges

Two tri-head locks or Lucy 
wedge locks fitted as standard

Backboard made from 18mm 
treated exterior grade plywood

‘Danger’ warning label fitted in 
door recess

Detachable root section 
finished in bitumen enriched 
paint

Earth lead between pillar body 
and door

High quality UV resistant paint 
to an average thickness of 60 
microns

Door seal to IP65

Ground level marked

Options

Customer specification  
pre-wired solutions available

Other colours / labels 
available to special order

Optional G2A Highways 
Agency paint specification
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W

H

DW

DH
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WD

D

slimline
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selection chart

Dimensions (mm)

Pillar size code  SL01  SL02  SL03  SL04  SL05  SL06

Height (H) above ground 800 950 1093 1100 1150 1150

Root Section (R) 300 300 300 300 300 300

Width (W) 250 350 450 550 650 800

Depth (D) 160 235 260 275 300 325

Door Opening Height (DH) 590 740 740 840 940 940

Door Opening Width (DW) 149 249 349 449 549 699

Working Depth (WD) 106 181 206 221 246 271

Backboard Size (WxH) 240x765 340x915 440x915 540x1015 640x1115 790x1115

Ref.

SL01 H=800 W=250 D=160

SL02 H=950 W=350 D=235

SL03 H=1093 W=450 D=260

SL04 H=1100 W=550 D=275

SL05 H=1150 W=650 D=300

SL06 H=1150 W=800 D=325   

pillar size (mm)

The ordering code consists of 4 sections

Ref.

3  3mm

Ref.

HDG Hot Dip Galvanised

HDP  Hot Dip Galvanised and 
Painted (Grey as standard)
Other colours available on 
request

304 304 grade stainless steel

30P 304 grade painted finish

30L 304 grade grit finish

3CP 3CR12 painted finish

316 316 grade stainless steel

31P 316 grade painted finish

31S 316 grade polished finish

31L 316 grade grit finish

nominal material 
thickness*material type

Anti vandal lock available

(See Feeder Pillar Accessory page 42)

options

Ref.

D Yale Lock

E Hasp and Staple

G Heater Kit

H 13 Amp Socket Kit

I  Lighting Kit, door activated if 
required

J  Document pocket inside door

SS Stainless Steel

S  If “S” Special requirement is 
selected, a full description 
with diagrams and 
specification must be provided

*At manufactures 
discretion
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heritage cast iron

Specification

Pillar cap and sides cast in 
close grain grey iron to BS 
1452, grade 180

All pillar components receive a 
zinc phosphate resin treatment 
followed by a final coat of 
polyurethane paint in dark 
Admiralty grey (RAL 7012) or 
Hollybush green (RAL 6028)

Doors and back panels are 
fabricated from 4mm nominal 
thickness special chrome 
enriched steel

IP3L3 rating

Sets of zinc pre-coated steel 
in-fill panels available for 
fitting to root when mounted 
above ground

Doors can be fitted back and 
front if required with a centre 
mounted backboard offering 
dual entry/security i.e. for REC 
and Local Authority access

15mm marine ply backboard 
standard fitment

Two wedge locks with security 
covers

Removable doors with latching 
stays

Lucy anti-condensation vented 
cap

Lifting lugs (for lifting non-
equipped cabinets only)

Still a popular choice, Heritage 
Cast Iron pillars offer unrivalled 
longevity of service in a 
massively robust structure. 
Cast iron street furniture is 
increasingly being specified 
in urban areas to preserve 
architectural character and 
maintain the coveted listed 
status that certain sites enjoy.

Nine widths are offered in two  
different heights.

The first two sizes, 22 and 30, are fitted 

with single left-hand opening doors 

whilst the remainder are double door 

equipped. Customers are able to choose 

special options from a list (see below) 

which includes doors fitted back and front 

and non standard colours.fo
rt
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Options

In-fill/apron plate

Yale lock or bar lock

Alternative paint finishes to British 
Standards

Interior light, heater with thermostat

Pre-equipped backboard according to 
Customer specification with factory 
test certificate

G2A Highways Agency paint 
specification

WD H

W

Pillar height above ground
Highline variant - 1454mm
Lowline variant - 1149mm

Root Section
381mm on Highline 
and Lowline

Pillar width

heritage cast iron

fo
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selection chart

Dimensions (mm)

Pillar size code 22  30 38 42 46 54 58 66 70

A Width of Pillar Roof (RW) 632 835 1045 1146 1248 1452 1553 1756 1858

B Ground Fixing Centres (Bolt on root only) 273 476 686 787 889 1092 1194 1397 1498

C Ground Fixing Centres (Shell only) 521 724 934 1035 1137 1340 1442 1645 1746

D Min. distances required to open door 435 486 452 503 554 655 706 808 895

E Internal Width 559 762 972 1073 1175 1378 1480 1683 1784

 Backboard Width 483 686 896 997 1099 1302 1404 1607 1708

Approx. Empty Weight (Kg) 22  30 38 42 46 54 58 66 70

Highline 240 280 315 332 360 398 415 440 460

Lowline 203 241 279 292 318 343 368 394 406

Note
1. Highline & Lowline dimensions A to D are common.

2. Pillar sizes 22 & 30 single door hinged from left hand side.

3.  Internal working depth (WD) from backboard = 353mm.  
(461mm external depth)

4. Backboard height: Highline = 1185mm Lowline = 880mm.

Ref.

H Highline H=1454mm

L Lowline H=1149mm   

pillar height 
above ground (H)

The ordering code consists of 3 sections

Ref.

A Green Colour

B In fill panel for root section

C Bar Lock

D Yale Lock

F Alternative Paint Colour

G Heater Kit

H 13 Amp Socket Kit

I Lighting Kit

S  If “S” Special requirement is 
selected, a full description with 
diagrams and specification 
must be provided

Ref.

22 582mm

30 785mm

38 995mm

42 1096mm

46 1198mm

54 1402mm

58 1503mm

66 1706mm

70 1808mm

pillar width 
(body) (W) options
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heritage miniline cast iron

Heritage Miniline pillars provide an 
extremely robust yet aesthetic solution to 
the requirement for Service pillars in areas 
of high population density where pavement 
space is at a premium. Apart from the in-fill 
panels, the complete cabinet is made from 
cast iron and can accommodate a variety 
of equipment including fuse switchgear, 
contactors and street lighting controlgear.

Specification

Cast in close grain grey iron to 
BS 1452: grade 180

In-fill panels fabricated from 
zinc pre-coated steel

Single doors fitted with 2 Lucy 
T key wedge locks

15mm marine ply backboard

IP3L3 rating

All pillar components receive a 
zinc phosphate resin treatment 
followed by a final coat of 
polyurethane paint in dark 
Admiralty grey (RAL 7012) or 
Hollybush green (RAL 6028)

Pre-equipped backboard 
according to Customer 
specifications with factory test 
certificate

Options

In addition to the list above, 
paint finishes to G2A Highways 
Agency specifications can be 
obtained.
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heritage miniline cast iron
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Dimensions (mm)

Miniline code  12855  12893  A24046

Height above Ground (H) 711 917 930

Root Section (R) 203 203 300

Width (W) 490 490 580

Depth (D) 180 180 260

Working Depth (WD) 145 145 175

Backboard Size (WxH) 440x610 440x765 530x790

Weight (Kg) 76 102 152

Ref.

12855 H=711 W=490 D=180

12893 H=917 W=490 D=180

A24046 H=930 W=580 D=260   

pillar size

The ordering code consists of 2 sections

Ref.

A Green Colour

B In fill panel for root section

C Bar Lock

D Yale Lock

F Alternative Paint Colour

G Heater Kit

H 13 Amp Socket Kit

I Lighting Kit

S  If “S” Special requirement is 
selected, a full description with 
diagrams and specification 
must be provided

options

W

H

DW

DH

R

WD

D
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Lucy zodion has a wealth of experience 
in the manufacture of pre-wired l.v. 
distribution and control equipment 
ranging from simple group switched 
circuits to full cascading timer control 
systems. Building on its success in the 
street lighting and general electrical 
contractor market, lucy zodion has won 
orders to supply pre-wired pillars to 
market segments such as;

fortress and heritage pillars

•  Airports

•  Motorway applications

•  CCTV power supplies

•  Docks

•  Private developments

•  MOD

•  Car park lighting

•  Water Utilities

•  Railways

•  Power Stations

•  Telecommunications

•   Pharmaceutical 
installations

•   Temporary generator 
hook ups
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fortress and heritage pillars

Control equipment to suit your requirements

•  Single and three phase 
control/distribution systems

•  Analogue, digital or solar 
timer controls

•  Contactor/relay systems

•  Photocell systems with 
override facilities

•  General purpose and custom 
design distribution boards

•  MCB, RCD, RCBO, BS88 fused 
protection solutions

•  Cable termination options

•  Anti-condensation heater 
options with tamperproof 
thermostat control

•  Low energy pillar lighting 
using fluorescent lighting 
which can have battery back-
up for emergency situations

•  RCBO protected domestic and 
industrial sockets

As part of the bespoke pre-wired service, lucy zodion can, if required, 

propose delivery options where the pillar shells are supplied separate 

from the equipped backboards to enable the first fix to occur without 

the valuable backboard being on site.

The Design office is fully equipped with the latest CAD and electrical 

design software to facilitate a fast design service. All pre-wired 

solutions are built in-house and each system is fully checked, tested 

and certified to the latest standards before it leaves the factory.

Specification

Choice of enclosure materials:

•  Galvanised mild steel 
nominal thickness 3mm or 
5mm

•  Stainless steel nominal 
thickness 2.5mm

• Cast iron

• GRP

Door seal to IP 65

Backboard made from 18mm 
thick exterior grade plywood

Earth lead supplied from pillar 
body to door

‘Danger’ warning label fitted in 
a recess in the door

Fast and efficient Design 
Service

Pillar can be supplied without 
backboard to allow on-site 
installation

Full layout and circuit drawings 
available on request

Over Voltage Protection

With the ever increasing use of 
electronic control componentry, 
the vulnerability of certain types 
of modern lighting systems has 
become an issue. Lucy zodion can 
offer packages that give protection 
against spikes and surges caused 
by lightning strikes and switch 
transients. In addition, lucy zodion 
is able to offer advice on class 1 
and 2 protection.
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custom pillars

Designed at the outset to a specific customer 
requirement, these pillars have found a greater range 
of applications across a wider variety of sectors than 
was originally planned. Using the same high quality 
materials as the standard product derivatives, the 
Custom pillars offer practical solutions to onerous 
demands for the packaging of electrical command 
and control equipment.
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custom pillars
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Dimensions (mm)

Key

MIN 1B

MIN 3L MIN 4

MIN 2A

  MIN 1B MIN 2A MIN 3S MIN 3L MIN 4

Height 605 670 1287 1538 1313

Root Section 360 360 350 325 325

Width 265 385 530 600 600

Depth 160 220 290 220 220

Door Opening Height (Upper/Lower) 517 527 560/365 520/650 810

Door Opening Width (Upper/Lower) 224 329 420/420 490/490 498

Working Depth 116 176 237 163 165

Backboard Size (HxW) (Upper/Lower) 538x245 605x350 564x515/398x480 525x590/660x515 1000x500

Weight (Kgs) 22 20 70 110 86

Specification

Hot dip galvanised to BS EN 
ISO1461

Backboard made from 18mm 
thick exterior grade plywood

Nominal 3mm or 5mm mild 
steel construction

M8 tri-head locks

Recessed stainless steel hinges

Root finished in bitumen rich 
paint

Alternative finishes available
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Special engineered low voltage distribution systems

special pillars

These systems can be anything 

from a simple industrial socket 

pillar up to a1600 amp generator 

hook-up pillar. Each pillar is 

individually designed to suit 

the specification/customer 

requirements and the design team 

will take into account the incoming 

and outgoing cable types and sizes 

to ensure that the systems being 

delivered can be installed and 

functioning as quickly as possible.

Lucy zodion now supply bespoke 

low voltage distribution systems to 

the following sectors:

Sports stadiums including 
Olympic venues. MOD sites both 
in the UK and abroad. Chemical 
Plants, Hospitals, Shopping 
Centers, Airports and Market 
Places.

Over the last few years lucy zodion has built 
up a reputation for providing innovative 
and cost effective low voltage distribution 
systems. The design team are always happy 
to advise and help with any requirements 
you may have.
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Pre-Wired Pillar Design Sheet
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Project Details

Electrical

Specification

Group

Switching

Pillar Extras

Pillar Details

General Notes

Customer

Contact Details

Project Title

Customer

DNO/REC Equipment     DNO/REC Space Required

Incoming Supply: 1ph   3ph   Cable Size/Type

Incoming Isolation: SW/Fuse   SW/Disconnect   None   Rating             A

Distribution Board Type: Single Phase   Three Phase   None  

Distribution Board Notes

No. of Outgoing Ways                                                                                                         Type: SP   TP  

Outgoing Way Protection Devices

No. of BS88 Fuses                      No. of RCBO’s                      No. of MCB’s                      Other

Are outgoing terminals required: Yes   No/Direct Connect to Distribution Board  

Outgoing Cables Sizes

Time Clock: Normal   Solar   Analogue   Digital   |  Notes

Contractor Control: Incoming Supply   Outgoing Ways   |  Notes

Number of outgoing ways switched:  |  Notes

Override Switch: Yes   No   |  Notes

Light   RCD Socket   Heater   Normal Stat   T/Proof Stat  

Commando Sockets   DC Immune RCD   Cat Flap 

Notes

Min Size: H                    W                    D                    Max Size: H                    W                    D                    

Notes

Lucy type if known

Date    Initial Ref

PLEASE COPY 
THIS FORM 
AND FAX BACK 

F 0 1 8 4 4 2 6 7 3 3 4    T 0 1 8 4 4 2 6 7 3 3 3
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feeder pillar accessories

Lucy zodion supplies standard 
locks with its pillars which are 
suitable for most applications. 
However, there are instances where 
enhanced security or anti-vandal 
locks are required and these may 
be selected from the options list 
relative to the pillar in question.

Fortress wedge locks

Fitted to Fortress feeder pillars.

Heritage wedge locks

Different variant of the above wedge lock 

for the Heritage pillar.

Standard fitment locks

Optional fitment locks

Yale Locks

Can be fitted to the Fortress 

and Heritage pillars.

Bar Locks

Suitable for the Heritage 

pillars only.

Hasp and Staple Padlock

Can be fitted to Single and Double door

Fortress pillars.

Examples of anti-vandal locks available from 

lucy zodion

Anti-vandal Locks

Lucy zodion is able to offer a number of

anti-vandal locks to fit Fortress and 

Heritage pillars. Please refer to our Sales 

Office for specific details.

Tri Head / ‘O’ Lock

Used on steel Mini and Single Door 

pillars. Both locks are interchangeable.

fo
rt
re
ss

locks
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The Zodion photocell range includes 
one and two-part photocells, 
SmartCELL™, and miniature and  
sub-miniature photocells.

In addition to the photocell range, 
Zodion also offer electronic photo 
control kits – designed to switch a 
lighting load on and off automatically 
at dusk and dawn. They are suitable for 
switching most types of industrial or 
domestic lighting. 

Lighting control
photocells and control kits
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Lucy Zodion
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streetlighting control
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Effective lighting plays an important role in keeping 

streets and roads safe for drivers and pedestrians 

alike and Lucy Zodion Lighting Controls have gained 

an unrivalled reputation in this specialised field.
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Characteristics of Streetlighting Loads
Typical lighting loads have a number of principal characteristics:

Inrush
Most discharge lighting loads require Power Factor 
Correction.  The most common method of providing 
this is by the use of PFC capacitors.  When connected 
to the supply it is possible for many hundreds of amps 
to flow momentarily.  The magnitude and duration 
of the inrush current depends upon the value of 
capacitance (measured in μF), and the impedance of 
the supply network.  This current is capable of welding 
together contacts of relays and other switching 
devices.  It is also possible for these currents to fuse 
semiconductors, and it is reliant on good product 
design to ensure that the effect of inrush has been 
taken into account.

PF
Power factor can dramatically change the 
characteristics of a load.  Whilst a load may be 100W 
and draw about 0.4A at unity power factor, it will draw 
over 1A with a power factor below 0.35 (common 
for discharge loads with failed PFCs).  Also various 
common lamp or ballast faults can give rise to a 
situation where just the PFC is connected.  In this case 
although no power is consumed the current through 

the PECU will also be above 1A. Hence the PECU must 
be capable of operating the load over the range of 
likely load conditions, including common failure modes 
of lantern control gear.

Ratings
It is important to ensure that the maximum ratings are 
not exceeded, care must be taken to observe both the 
current rating and also the maximum capacitive load 
that can be connected.  

ECG
Whilst most modern electronic control gear – including 
LED Drivers (ECG) is power-factor corrected some low-
wattage equipment may not have full PFC correction, 
resulting in very poor power factor.  ECG is generally a 
more benign load than magnetic ballasts, and it usually 
has a much wider operating voltage range.  With the 
wider range there is usually a peculiarity arising from 
the constant-power approach of most ECG.  As the 
voltage rises the line current falls, however the opposite 
is also true, so that a 10% drop in voltage can result 
in a 10% increase in line current.  This is important to 
remember when sizing cables and circuit protection.  

Burning Hours

A major consideration is how accurately and consistently the 
load is controlled over a long period of time.  PECUs have 
benefits over time-clocks since they turn the lights on when 
the light falls, ensuring that light is provided when there is 
poor visibility prior to dusk, yet providing optimum control on 
clear evenings, taking full opportunity of good daylight.  The 
total number of hours that a PECU operates the light for each 
year is called the annual burning hours.  Table 1 (right) shows 
a TYPICAL example of the burning hours for PECUs with various 
switching ratios and switching levels.  The actual number of 
hours will vary according to the weather profile of the year, and 
exact location of the installation.

Switching Level Switching Ratio Annual Burning  
      Hours (hrs)

   1:3 4350

 70Lux  1:2 4275

   1:0.5 4145

 55Lux  1:0.5 4115

 35Lux  1:0.5 4100

Table 1  Comparison of typical burning hours

Elexon
The settlement for energy costs relating to unmetered supplies in the UK are 
managed in accordance with the BSCP520 document published by Elexon.  The 
latest version of this document and its appendices are available on the Elexon 
website.  Within the appendices are the specified ratings for products and details 
of switching regimes detailing the annual burning hours for various control solutions.
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PECUs are light operated switches.  They switch the supply ON to a load 

when the light level falls beneath a given value (usually at Dusk), and 

switch the supply OFF when it rises above another level (usually at Dawn).  

The ratio between the two light levels is known as the switching ratio. 

When the ON level is lower than the OFF level  (e.g if the load switched 
ON at 70Lux and switched OFF again at 105Lux, then the unit has a ratio 
of 1:1.5).  As can be seen from Table 1, below positive ratio units have 
significantly longer annual burning hours than negative ratio units

When  the ON and OFF levels are the same  (1:1 ratio)

Most streetlighting loads have a warm-up time during which the lamp 
achieves full brightness.  This is typically a number of minutes, and the 
idea of negative ratio units is that the ON level needs to predict when the 
lamp will achieve sufficient output, whereas the OFF level is when the 
light is no longer needed.  Typically a 1:0.5 ratio is ideal for this  
(e.g. turning ON at 35 Lux and OFF at 18 Lux).

Positive Ratio

Negative ratio

Unity Ratio

Energy Consumption

Sensors used in PECUs

PECUs affect energy consumption in 2 ways:

The most critical part of any PECU is the light sensor.  The spectral sensitivity and long-term stability play an 
important role in providing reliable daylight detection.

PECU Consumption
The PECU consumes energy.  The amount varies 
according to the technology used.  Generally 
consumption is less than 5W (approx 44kWh/year)  
and many are less than 0.25W (which equates to 
2.2kWh/year)

Burning Hours
Burning hours have the most dramatic effect on 
consumption.  A further 100hrs/year on a typical 100W 
load results in an additional 10kWh/year consumption.  
Switching level, switching accuracy, and switching ratio 
most affect burning hours.

Table 2  Comparison of sensors commonly used in PECUs

  Drift Dusk Dawn Spectral Other 
   Switching Sensitivity vs 
   Repeatability Photopic response

Cadmium Sulphide (CdS) Moderate Moderate Good Contains Cadmium

 Unfiltered Imperceptible Excellent Moderate 

 IR Filtered Imperceptible Poor Very Poor Insensitive to  
     visible light

 Glass Filtered Imperceptible Excellent Excellent

 DyeMatch Filtered Imperceptible Excellent Excellent

Photodiode 
Photo IC
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Cadmium Sulphide (CdS)
CdS sensors operate as light dependant resistors.  
They have conductivity approximately proportional 
to the level of light.  They were the predominant 
sensor 20 years ago and are still sometimes used.  It 
is very arguable whether CdS sensors meet RoHS 
requirements and they are also subject to some long-
term drift.  

Photodiode Sensors
It is possible to construct a semiconductor diode to 
produce a current proportional to the incident light 
level.  The currents generated are small and need 
careful amplification by a circuit that compensates 
for thermal effects.  The fundamental physics of 
semiconductor junctions means that silicon  
photo-diodes have significant sensitivity to light 
outside the visible spectrum. Although semiconductor 
technology can limit this, other measures e.g. filters 
are needed for matching of sensitivity to that of the 
human eye.  This is usually achieved by the addition 
of a filter that blocks light outside the visible spectrum.  
Filters can take a number of forms, but are usually 
bulk-coloured glass slips added to the photodiode 
assembly during manufacture.  

A variant of the above is to add a filter that blocks all visible light, so that the photodiode is only sensitive to Infra-
red light.  This can be incorporated into a PECU that is only sensitive to IR, and virtually insensitive to visible light.  
This means that the PECU can be used where it is partially illuminated by visible light, often produced by the light 
that is being controlled by the PECU.  Such a product is the Zodion ‘Lowlight’.  It is typically used in bollards, where 
the PECU is incorporated into the base compartment and is illuminated by visible light from the lamps within the 
base reflected from the inside of the cover.  The lowlight is insensitive to this light, and operates by sensing the IR 
component of daylight transmitted through the cover.

There are 3 cautionary notes:

•  Such PECUs can only be used with light sources 
that generate virtually no IR (Incandescent lamps 
generate huge amounts of IR)

•  That the PECU, although insensitive to visible light, 
will still be affected by very high levels of visible 
light. The arrangement of the PECU within the 
luminaire should minimise such light.

•  The proportion of IR to visible light in daylight varies 
with weather conditions so the PECU will not switch 
as accurately as a conventional PECU.  An increase in 
annual burning hours of up to 25% can be expected.  

Photodiode sensors can also be incorporated into 
integrated circuits providing an ideal format for digital 
processing of data from the sensor.  Whilst many 
sensors include external filters it is also common to 
use two sensors, one sensitive to the full-spectrum the 
other with a filter.  By careful processing of the output 
of these sensors it is possible to obtain phenomenally 
accurate sensors for measuring Lux.  

Table 3   
Comparison of filtered and 
unfiltered photodiode sensitivity 
with eye sensitivity Eye Response

Diode Response

Modified Diode 
Response

100

80

60

40

20

0
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Load switches

PECU’s typically use one of three devices to switch the load:

•  Thermal Relay

•  Electromagnetic Relay

•  Semiconductor 

Thermal Relay
These relays are suited to use with 
CdS sensors.  They have a number 
of drawbacks, principally power 
consumption and size.  Today they 
are rarely used as load switches 
within lighting applications and 
have been replaced by products 
using other electronic devices, 
or electromagnetic relays.  They 
operate by the action of a heating 
element on a bi-metal strip, as the 
strip deflects it causes contacts to 
make, or break.

Electromagnetic Relays
These relays are widely used 
in many applications.  They 
are both small and capable of 
operation at low power.  They are 
relatively poor at transferring high 
inrush loads (common to many 
streetlighting applications); this can 
be mitigated by techniques such as 
predictive load transfer.

Semiconductor
There are a number of 
semiconductor devices capable of 
switching streetlighting loads.  Triacs 
are the most common, however 
Thyristors and MOSFETs have also 
been used.  These devices are 
reliable, simple to control, and 
have a good ability to transfer high 
inrush loads.  It is relatively easy 
to implement zero-cross switching 
with semiconductor switches. 

 Consumption Load Switching  Load Holding Size 
  Capacity Capacity

Thermal Relay Poor Moderate Excellent Large

Electromagnetic Relay Moderate Moderate Excellent Moderate

Semiconductor Excellent High High Small

Formats for Photocells

The ‘NEMA’ socket is partially defined in BS5972 and has become the de facto 
connector for most 1-part photocells.  The three connections are the incoming 
live, the switched live out, and a neutral connection (used only for powering 
the PECU).

This allows for the direct mounting of a photocell onto a Ø20mm thread.  
Connection is made via wire leads.  This arrangement is often used for 
‘special’ photocells or where more than 3 connections are required.

Miniature photocells are principally used for direct integration within 
luminaires.  As they operate inside the luminaire specific consideration 
needs to be given to the operating temperature.  It is possible for the internal 
temperature within a streetlighting luminaire to rise to over 100°C, and the 
photocell needs careful selection to ensure that a reasonable life is achieved.

This designation relates to the degree of weatherproofing.  IP65 is ideal for use 
in all applications; however IP67 may be applicable where the unit is subjected 
to power washing, or exceptionally forceful jets of water.

NEMA

Miniature

IP65

Conduit Mounting

introduction to photocells

NEMA socket
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Designed to meet the ever-increasing demand 
for innovation, the Zodion range of photocells 
units combine load handling capability 
with advanced functionality. Demonstrating 
outstanding performance year in and year 
out, Zodion photocells react with great 
sensitivity to any light changes. Highly cost-
effective and exceptionally efficient, Zodion 
photocells save money and precious resources 
through ultra-precise switching.

The range includes one and two-part 
photocells, SmartCELL™, and miniature and 
sub-miniature photocells.

photocells

49
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How part night photocells work

At the heart of a Zodion part-night photocell is a 
microcontroller which measures the time elapsed 
between selected symmetrical light levels in the 
evening and morning.  These light levels are DIFFERENT 
from the normal photocell switching levels, which are 
generally asymmetric and can introduce systematic 
errors into the timing.  

Using this data any part of the night can be calculated. 
This process is repeated each night and the photocell 
continually adjusts for changing light and night patterns 
throughout the year.  The algorithm that controls the 
timing now requires one complete night before the 
GMT time is known (and hence part-night operation 
can be instigated).  During the ‘GMT Time Learning’ 
period it will operate as a conventional photocell and 
activate the lamp on a dusk-dawn regime. 

True Midnight - GMT

Date

Ti
m

e

1.30am

1.00am

0.30am

Midnight

11.30pm

11.00pm
30 Jan 01 Mar 31 Mar 30 Apr 30 May 29 Jun 29 Jul 28 Aug 27 Sep 27 Oct 26 Nov 26 Dec

Variance GMT

True Midnight 
GMT

GMT and DLS options
As standard part-night photocells switch around the 
same time every night of the year, and do not change 
in spring and autumn when the ‘clocks-change’.  Hence 
they have different switching times in GMT and BST.  A 
unit that switches off at midnight and on again at 5:30 
GMT will switch at 1am and 6:30am BST.  The latest 
development for our part-night photocells includes 
automatic GMT/BST Daylight Saving correction.  The 
transition is achieved by observing changes in Night 
Length and automatically switching between GMT and 
BST.  As the unit doesn’t know the exact calendar it has 
a period of uncertainty around the spring and autumn 
transition.  The unit compromises the OFF period during 
the days around this transition, to ensure that the light 
is never OFF more than 15 minutes before the ‘OFF’ 
transition, and is always ON 15 minutes after the ‘ON’ 
transition (within about 10 days of each transition the 

light may be ON for an additional hour in either the 
evening, or morning).  Apart from this period the unit 
accurately tracks GMT and BST.  If DLS units are sited 
under heavily shaded tree canopies they will misjudge 
the season and will transition between GMT and BST 
late, and return to GMT early.  

Programme Options
The photocell is programmable to allow for various part 
night options The periods of control are factory set, but 
can be made in 30 minute steps and typical periods 
are shown in the table below. The unit is programmed 
when it is made and whilst it can be ‘re-programmed’ 
it is only possible to modify the regime in our factory. 
The programme and settings are non-volatile, so will 
not be lost during power-cuts however the part night 
timing can take up to 28hrs to re-acquire following a 
power cut.

The use of daylight changes 
to determine the time of 
day is subject to an annual 
rhythm that naturally leads 
to a +/-15minute variation in 
timing throughout the year.  
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Typical burning hours 
(for comparison purposes)

 Part-Night Periods

 Start Finish

  05:00

  05:30

  06:00

  06:30

  05:00

  05:30

  06:00

  06:30

  05:00

  05:30

  06:00

  06:30

  05:00

  05:30

  06:00

  06:30

  05:00

  05:30

  06:00

  06:30

  05:00

  05:30

  06:00

  06:30

 Typical Annual Burning Hours

 Full Dim Total

 1001 3086 4087

 869 3218 4087

 757 3330 4087

 669 3418 4087

 1242 2845 4087

 1110 2977 4087

 998 3089 4087

 910 3177 4087

 1564 2523 4087

 1431 2656 4087

 1320 2768 4087

 1232 2855 4087

 1929 2158 4087

 1796 2291 4087

 1685 2403 4087

 1597 2490 4087

 2294 1793 4087

 2161 1926 4087

 2050 2038 4087

 1962 2125 4087

 2659 1428 4087

 2526 1561 4087

 2415 1673 4087

 2327 1760 4087

20:00

21:00

22:00

23:00

00:00

01:00

*On part-night to off units (SS9, SS19) the ‘dim’ period is the ‘off’ period.
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Fully interchangeable with conventional all-night 
photocells and easily fitted, the part-night SS9 
eliminates the need for all time clocks and other 
real-time devices. In the case of a power failure, the 
unit recalibrates itself automatically – no attention 
is needed.  The SS9 is available with a standard 
NEMA base or a conduit mounting.  Both versions 
are available set to GMT part-night switching or with 
automatic GMT/BST (DLS) switching.  
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specification

Model SS9 SS9 Conduit SS9 DLS SS9 DLS Conduit

Type One Part One Part One Part One Part

Electronic Solid State        

Electronic EM Relay Load Switching               ✓	               ✓	              ✓	           ✓

Supply Voltage 50/60Hz AC 198-264 50Hz only 198-264 50Hz only 198-264 50Hz only 198-264 50Hz only

70 Lux Switch-On Level               ✓	               ✓	              ✓	           ✓

55 Lux Option               ✓	               ✓	              ✓	           ✓

35 Lux Option               ✓	               ✓	              ✓	           ✓

Switching Differential        

 1:0.5 NEG 1:0.5 NEG 1:0.5 NEG 1:0.5 NEG

Maximum total load for discharge lighting  
(eg. HPS, MH) (watts) 500 500 500 500

Maximum total load for incandescent lighting  
(watts) / Maximum VA 1200 1200 1200 1200

Switching Delay In Seconds 10 10 10 10

Polycarbonate Enclosure (UV Stabilised)               ✓	               ✓	              ✓	           ✓

Power Consumption  (watts) <0.25 <0.25 <0.25 <0.25

Sensor Type Photo IC Photo IC Photo IC Photo IC

Sensor Drift Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible

Fixing NEMA 20mm Conduit NEMA 20mm Conduit

Max Operating Ambient Temp Range (ºC) -20/+80 -20/+80 -20/+80 -20/+80

IP Rating Installed IP65 IP65 IP65 IP65

IP67 option        

VDR Voltage Suppression               ✓	               ✓	              ✓	           ✓

Additional Features Part Night  / Part Night  / Part Night  / Part Night  /  
 Predictive Transfer Predictive Transfer Predictive Transfer Predictive Transfer  
 Switching GMT Switching GMT Switching DLS Switching DLS

Dimensions

80

80

50 50

17
.5

71
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The SS19 is a miniature version of 
the SS9.  The housing incorporates 
a special lens to optimise the 
optical performance of the unit.  It 
is available set to GMT part-night 
switching or with automatic GMT/
BST (DLS) switching.

The SS20 Part Night Photocell incorporates a dimming 
module to vary the output of an electronic ballast and 
hence the light output of the lantern assembly during 
the hours of lower traffic flow - this period is selectable 
(factory set) for any single, continuous period providing 
maximum flexibility and energy saving whilst still 
providing light during the hours of darkness.  The unit 
is available set to GMT part-night switching or with 
automatic GMT/BST (DLS) switching.
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specification

Model SS19 SS19 DLS

Type Miniature Miniature

Electronic Solid State  

Electronic EM Relay Load Switching               ✓	            ✓

Supply Voltage 50/60Hz AC 198-264 50Hz only 198-264 50Hz only

70 Lux Switch-On Level               ✓	            ✓

55 Lux Option               ✓	            ✓

35 Lux Option               ✓	            ✓

Switching Differential 

 1:0.5 NEG 1:0.5 NEG

Maximum total load for discharge lighting  
(eg. HPS, MH) (watts) 500 500

Maximum total load for incandescent lighting  
(watts) / Maximum VA 1200 1200

Switching Delay In Seconds 10 10

Polycarbonate Enclosure (UV Stabilised)               ✓	            ✓

Power Consumption  (watts) <0.25 <0.25

Sensor Type Photo IC Photo IC

Sensor Drift Negligible Negligible

Fixing hole diameter  20mm  20mm

Max Operating Ambient Temp Range (ºC) -20/+75 -20/+75

IP Rating Installed IP65 IP65

VDR Voltage Suppression               ✓	            ✓

Additional Features Part Night to Off Part Night to Off 
 See Data Sheet for  See Data Sheet for 
 Timing GMT Timing DLS

SS20 Dimming* SS20 DLS Dimming*

Miniature Miniature

   

              ✓	 												✓

198-264 50Hz only 198-264 50Hz only

              ✓	 												✓

              ✓	 												✓

              ✓	 												✓

1:0.5 NEG 1:0.5 NEG

 
500 500

 
1200 1200

10 10

              ✓	 												✓

<0.25 <0.25

Photo IC Photo IC

Negligible Negligible

 20mm  20mm

-20/+75 -20/+75

IP65 IP65

              ✓	 												✓

*Part Night Dimming *Part Night Dimming  
with ZEBC Electronic with ZEBC Electronic  
Ballast Ballast

See Data Sheet for See Data Sheet for  
Timing GMT Timing GMT

SS19 Dimensions SS20 Dimensions

ZEBC Electronic Ballast
(see page 15)
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SS6 
A technical breakthrough in photocell 
technology utilising the finest optical 
photodiode to ensure extremely 
accurate switching. Incorporates 
state-of-the-art circuit design.  It is 
available with either a NEMA socket, 
or for conduit mounting.  

SS3 
Robust and proven circuitry (similar 
to that of the SS6) ensures long, 
accurate and trouble-free life whilst 
incorporating a filter system that 
results in reduced manufacturing costs 
and a corresponding price benefit. 

Super 6 
10 YEAR WARRANTY
Especially designed to guarantee 
maximum operating life through use 
of the highest grade components 
including ultra long-life capacitors 
and through-hole plating.
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specification

Model super 6

Type One Part

Electronic Solid State               ✓

Electronic EM Relay Load Switching 

Supply Voltage 50/60Hz AC 198-264

70 Lux Switch-On Level               ✓

55 Lux Option               ✓

35 Lux Option               ✓

Switching Differential 

 1:0.5 NEG

Maximum total load for discharge lighting  
(eg. HPS, MH) (watts)

Maximum total load for incandescent lighting  
(watts) / Maximum VA

Switching Delay In Seconds 10-15

Polycarbonate Enclosure (UV Stabilised)               ✓

Power Consumption  (watts) <0.25

Sensor Type Filtered Photodiode

Sensor Drift Negligible

Fixing  NEMA

Max Operating Ambient Temp Range (ºC) -20/+80

IP Rating Installed IP67

IP67 option standard

VDR Voltage Suppression               ✓

Additional Features Zero Cross Switching   
 / Ultra Long Life  
 Components  / 10  
 Year Warranty/

SS6 SS6C

One Part One Part

              ✓	               ✓

198-264 198-264

              ✓	               ✓

              ✓	               ✓

              ✓	               ✓

1:0.5 NEG 1:0.5 NEG

 

 

10-15  10-15

              ✓	               ✓

<0.25 <0.25

Filtered Photodiode Filtered Photodiode

Negligible Negligible

NEMA 20mmConduit

-20/+80 -20/+80

IP65 IP65

              ✓

              ✓	               ✓

Zero Cross Switching Zero Cross Switching

SS3

One Part

              ✓

198-264

              ✓

              ✓

              ✓

1:0.5 NEG

 
800

 

10-15

              ✓

<0.25

Filtered Photodiode

Negligible

NEMA

-20/+80

IP65

              ✓

              ✓

Zero Cross Switching

Dimensions

80

80

50 50

17
.5

71
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SS3DR 
Utilises a high grade electro - magnetic relay for load 
switching that allows the unit to withstand the most 
arduous operating conditions. SS3 DR incorporates a 
premium filter system that reduces manufacturing 
costs and delivers a corresponding price benefit. In 
addition, the SS3 DR includes a predictive transfer 
algorithm that protects the contacts when switching, 
reduces wear and improves cell life.

SS5DR / SS5DR/HD 
Fitted with the finest optical sensor 
for long-term accuracy and a quality 
electro-magnetic relay for improved 
switching performance. In addition, the 
SS5DR’s unique circuitry incorporates 
a predictive transfer algorithm that 
protects the contacts when switching, 
reducing wear and improving cell life.

The SS5DR/HD offers increased load 
switching to 10 amps thanks to a heavy 
duty single pole magnetic relay, and 
a very ingenious predictive switching 
technique. Supplied at 70 Lux switch on 
value and a 1:05 negative ratio, provides 
maximum saving on burning hours.

SS5DR

SS5DR/HD
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SS5DR / SS5DR/HD / SS3DR
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specification

Model SS5DR SS5DR/HD

Type One Part One Part

Electronic  Solid State

Electronic EM Relay Load Switching              ✓	 										✓

Supply Voltage 50/60Hz AC 198-264 198-264

70 Lux Switch-On Level              ✓	 										✓

55 Lux Option              ✓	 										✓

35 Lux Option              ✓	 										✓

Switching Differential

 1:0.5 NEG 1:0.5 NEG

Maximum total load for discharge lighting  
(eg. HPS, MH) (watts) 500 1200

Maximum total load for incandescent lighting  
(watts) / Maximum VA 1200 2400

Switching Delay In Seconds 10-30 10

Polycarbonate Enclosure (UV Stabilised)              ✓	 										✓

Power Consumption (watts) <0.25 <0.25

Sensor Type Filtered Photodiode Photo IC

Sensor Drift Negligible Negligible

Fixing NEMA NEMA

Max Operating Ambient Temp Range (ºC) -20/+80 -20/+80

IP Rating Installed IP65 IP65

IP67 option              ✓	 										✓

VDR Voltage Suppression              ✓	 										✓

Additional Features Predictive Transfer  Predictive Transfer 
 Switching Switching

SS3DR

One Part

                 ✓

198-264

                 ✓

                 ✓

                 ✓

1:0.5 NEG

 
500

 
1200

10-30

                 ✓

<0.25

Filtered Photodiode

Negligible

NEMA

-20/+80

IP65

                 ✓

                 ✓

Predictive Transfer

Dimensions
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MicroMINIpro
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Ground-breaking sub-miniature photocells
With a thread diameter of just 10mm (compared to a 
standard photocell’s 20mm) the MicroMINI™ will go 
into the most restricted areas. Because it’s so small 
it’s far easier to seal than conventional units. It’s also 
much less obtrusive visually, leaving the lines of 
the lighting design uninterrupted. The microMINIpro 
is designed to meet the specific needs of street 
lighting applications.
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Model MicroMINIpro

Type Miniature

Electronic Solid State 

Electronic EM Relay Load Switching               ✓

Supply Voltage 50/60Hz AC 198-264

70 Lux Switch-On Level               ✓

55 Lux Option 

35 Lux Option 

Switching Differential 

 1:0.5 NEG

Maximum total load for discharge lighting  
(eg. HPS, MH) (watts) 250

Maximum total load for incandescent lighting  
(watts) / Maximum VA 600

Switching Delay In Seconds 10

Polycarbonate Enclosure (UV Stabilised)               ✓

Power Consumption  (watts) <0.25

Sensor Type Photo IC

Sensor Drift Negligible

Fixing hole diameter  10mm

Max Operating Ambient Temp Range (ºC) -20/+75

IP Rating Installed IP65

VDR Voltage Suppression               ✓

Additional Features Predictive Transfer

MicroMINIpro
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specification

Dimensions MicroMINIpro – smaller than conventional photocells
Shown next to the SS12A.
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SS12A / SS12HT / SS12HD / SS12R
zo
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SS12HT

SS12A

SS12A / SS12HT / SS12HD / SS12R 
This range of highly effective miniature 
photocells includes a special lens 
arrangement developed to maximise 
acceptance angle, improving accuracy 
and consistency of switching.  The 
range uses superior quality components 
throughout, and includes a predictive 
load transfer switching algorithm to 
minimise switching stresses.

The range includes heavy-duty switching 
versions and units designed for long-life 
or operation at high temperatures.  

SS12AHD
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SS12A / SS12HT / SS12HD / SS12R
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specification

SS12A-R

Model SS12A SS12A-R SS12-HT SS12HD

Type Miniature Miniature Remote Miniature High Miniature Heavy 
  Sensor Temperature Duty

Electronic Solid State        

Electronic EM Relay Load Switching               ✓	               ✓	              ✓	           ✓

Supply Voltage 50/60Hz AC 198-264 198-264 198-264 198-264

70 Lux Switch-On Level               ✓	               ✓	              ✓	           ✓

55 Lux Option               ✓	               ✓	              ✓

35 Lux Option               ✓	               	              ✓

Switching Differential        

 1:0.5 NEG 1:0.5 NEG 1:0.5 NEG 1:0.5 NEG

Maximum total load for discharge lighting  
(eg. HPS, MH) (watts) 500 500 500 1200

Maximum total load for incandescent lighting  
(watts) / Maximum VA 1200 1200 1200 2400

Switching Delay In Seconds 10-30 10-30 10-30 10

Polycarbonate Enclosure (UV Stabilised)               ✓	               ✓	              ✓	           ✓

Power Consumption  (watts) <0.25 <0.25 <0.25 <0.25

Sensor Type BG Glass Filtered BG Glass Filtered BG Glass Filtered Photo IC 
 Photodiode Photodiode Photodiode

Sensor Drift Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible

Fixing hole diameter 20mm 20mm 20mm 20mm

Max Operating Ambient Temp Range (ºC) -20/+75 -20/+75 -15/+105 -20/+75

IP Rating Installed IP65 IP65 IP65 IP65

VDR Voltage Suppression               ✓	               ✓	              ✓	           ✓

Additional Features Predictive Transfer Predictive Transfer High Temperature Heavy Duty 
   Operation Operation 
   Predictive Transfer Predictive Transfer

Dimensions
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SS14 / SS14R / SS12SL
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SS14 / SS14R 
The SS14 is a high-quality 
miniature photocell designed for 
commercial applications requiring 
positive ratio switching.

SS12SL 
This product variant of the standard 
SS12A utilises a special sensor to provide 
reduced sensitivity to discharge light-
sources which combined with its positive 
switching differential makes the product 
suited to applications where some stray 
artificial light might be encountered.  
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SS14 / SS14R / SS12SL
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specification

Model SS14

Type Miniature

Electronic Solid State 

Electronic EM Relay Load Switching               ✓

Supply Voltage 50/60Hz AC 198-264

70 Lux Switch-On Level               ✓

55 Lux Option

35 Lux Option

Switching Differential 1:1.5 POS

 

Maximum total load for discharge lighting  
(eg. HPS, MH) (watts) 500

Maximum total load for incandescent lighting  
(watts) / Maximum VA 1200

Switching Delay In Seconds 10-30

Polycarbonate Enclosure (UV Stabilised)               ✓

Power Consumption  (watts) <0.5

Sensor Type Photodiode

Sensor Drift Negligible

Fixing hole diameter  20mm

Max Operating Ambient Temp Range (ºC) -20/+75

IP Rating Installed IP65

VDR Voltage Suppression               ✓

Additional Features Predictive Transfer 
 Remote version  
 available

SS12SL

Miniature

                 ✓

198-264

                 ✓

                 ✓

             

1:0.5 POS

 
500

 
1200

10-30

                 ✓

<0.25

Photodiode

Negligible

20mm

-20/+75

IP65

                 ✓

Predictive Transfer 
Special Signlight 
version

Dimensions
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C10
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A specialised solution developed to 
meet the demands of an ever-varying 
range of luminaire designs. The C-10 
utilises the same innovative circuitry 
as the MicroMINI to offer the twin 
advantages of cylindrical body shape 
and tamper-resistant internal lock fixing.
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Model C10

Type Miniature Cylinder type

Electronic Solid State               ✓

Electronic EM Relay Load Switching

Supply Voltage 50/60Hz AC 198-264

70 Lux Switch-On Level               ✓

55 Lux Option 

35 Lux Option               ✓

Switching Differential 1:1.5 POS 

 

Maximum total load for discharge lighting  
(eg. HPS, MH) (watts) 150

Maximum total load for incandescent lighting  
(watts) / Maximum VA 240

Switching Delay In Seconds 5-15

Polycarbonate Enclosure (UV Stabilised)               ✓

Power Consumption  (watts) <0.5

Sensor Type Photodiode

Sensor Drift Negligible

Fixing hole diameter  20mm

Max Operating Ambient Temp Range (ºC) -20/+75

IP Rating Installed IP65

VDR Voltage Suppression               ✓

Additional Features

C10
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specification

Dimensions
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SS55B
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This two part photocell is the 
ideal alternative where one part 
photocells are undesirable. The 
SS55B incorporates the precise photo 
ic sensor as standard. Sensors and 
bases are not matched and may be 
freely interchangeable*.
*Please Note SS55B is not compatible with older units 
fitted with Cadmium Sulphide Sensors.  The sensor needs 
to be replaced if fitting a new relay unit.  

MAINTENANCE ONLY
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Model SS55B

Type Two Part

Electronic Solid State                   ✓

Electronic EM Relay Load Switching 

Supply Voltage 50/60Hz AC 198-264

70 Lux Switch-On Level                   ✓

55 Lux Option                   ✓

35 Lux Option                   ✓

Switching Differential 

 1:0.5 NEG

Maximum total load for discharge lighting  
(eg. HPS, MH) (watts) 500

Maximum total load for incandescent lighting  
(watts) / Maximum VA 1200

Switching Delay In Seconds 10-15

Polycarbonate Enclosure (UV Stabilised)                   ✓

Power Consumption (watts) <0.25

Sensor Type Photo IC

Sensor Drift Negligible

Fixing Sensor mounting hole: 
 14mm

Max Operating Ambient Temp Range (ºC) -20/+55

IP Rating Installed Sensor: IP65  Unit: IP20

IP67 option  

VDR Voltage Suppression                   ✓

Additional Features Zero Cross Switching

SS55B
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specification

MAINTENANCE ONLY

Dimensions
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Innovative design that meets 
an ever increasing demand in 
the street lighting sector
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Innovative design that meets 
an ever increasing demand in 
the street lighting sector

photocell Kits
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itsPhotocell Kits

80

50

58

41

4 off, Ø4.0 CSK 08.0
x900  49.2PCD

Ø35.75
Typical luminair hole
38-39mm

Ø66

76
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SS4D / SS4ED
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A breakthrough in low cost photocell technology 
that includes an electro-magnetic relay and a 
photodiode sensor that reduces burning hours, 
lowers power consumption and ensures lifetime 
switching accuracy.

The electronic circuit in the SS4ED delivers 
extremely accurate and reliable switching control. 
Also includes a VDR (Voltage Dependent Resistor) 
as standard, protecting the circuit from high 
transient voltages.

Both the SS4D and SS4ED are available as a ‘Kit’ 
(with socket & Bracket) or a ‘cell only.

SS4D

SS4ED
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Model SS4D SS4ED

Type One Part One Part

Electronic  Solid State

Electronic EM Relay Load Switching              ✓	 										✓

Supply Voltage 50/60Hz AC 198-264 198-264

70 Lux Switch-On Level              ✓	 										✓

55 Lux Option              ✓	 										✓

35 Lux Option 

Switching Differential 1:1.5 POS 1:1.5 POS

 

Maximum total load for discharge lighting  
(eg. HPS, MH) (watts) 500 500

Maximum total load for incandescent lighting  
(watts) / Maximum VA 1200 1200

Switching Delay In Seconds 15-30 15-30

Polycarbonate Enclosure (UV Stabilised)              ✓	 										✓

Power Consumption (watts) <0.5 <0.5

Sensor Type Photodiode Photodiode

Sensor Drift Negligible Negligible

Fixing NEMA NEMA

Max Operating Ambient Temp Range (ºC) -20/+70 -20/+70

IP Rating Installed IP65 IP65

IP67 option 

VDR Voltage Suppression              	 										✓

Additional Features 

SS4D / SS4ED
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Dimensions
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HL4M / HL4M/R
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HL4M

HL4M/R

Miniature photocell 
available as a one-part unit 
(HL4M) or as a two-part 
remote unit (HL4M/R).  
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Model HL4M

Type Miniature Square case

Electronic Solid State 

Electronic EM Relay Load Switching                   ✓

Supply Voltage 50/60Hz AC 198-264

70 Lux Switch-On Level                   ✓

55 Lux Option 

35 Lux Option 

Switching Differential 1:1.5 POS 

 

Maximum total load for discharge lighting  
(eg. HPS, MH) (watts) 500

Maximum total load for incandescent lighting  
(watts) / Maximum VA 1200

Switching Delay In Seconds 10-15

Polycarbonate Enclosure (UV Stabilised)                   ✓

Power Consumption  (watts) <1.0

Sensor Type Photo IC

Sensor Drift Negligible

Fixing hole diameter  20mm

Max Operating Ambient Temp Range (ºC) -20/+75

IP Rating Installed IP65

VDR Voltage Suppression                   ✓

Additional Features Remote sensor version

HL4M / HL4M/R
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Wave solder machine
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NightOwl
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This photo-electric control unit 
will automatically switch lights 
on at dusk and off at dawn.  
Additionally it has a time delay 
circuit enabling the light to be 
programmed to switch off a 
number of hours after dusk.  
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Model NightOwl

Type One Part

Electronic Solid State 

Electronic EM Relay Load Switching                   ✓

Supply Voltage 50/60Hz AC 198-264

Switch-On Level 3-10,000Lux  

Switching Differential POS 
 

Maximum total load for discharge lighting  
(eg. HPS, MH) (watts) 500

Maximum total load for incandescent lighting  
(watts) / Maximum VA 1000

Switching Delay In Seconds 15-30

Power Consumption  (watts) <2

Fixing  Surface Mounting

Max Operating Ambient Temp Range (ºC) -20/+50

IP Rating Installed IP55

VDR Voltage Suppression 

Additional Features Variable switching level 
  Delay Off - 2, 4, 6, 8 Hours

Dimensions (mm H,W,D) 105 x 79 x 36

NightOwl
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specification

Installation diagram
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L415 socket (standard and with studs)

NEMA sockets are available either for conventional screw fasteners or preloaded with studs.

Dimensions

sockets and accessories

41

4 off, Ø4.0 CSK 08.0
x900  49.2PCD

Ø35.75
Typical luminair hole
38-39mm

Ø66
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sockets and accessories
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NEMA Socket Bracket

Dummy Link

Adaptor kits

This bracket allows the 
mounting of a NEMA socket 
onto a suitable vertical surface.  

A dummy link is used when 
to replace a NEMA socket 
photocell when continuity 
between Li and Lo is required 
(eg for testing or to make a 
lantern operate 24/7/365) 

A number of different adaptor 
kits are available to allow the 
mounting of a device (conduit 
mounted photocell, miniature 
photocell or Vizion Node) into 
the hole left by a NEMA socket.  

Standard

Threaded
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lowlight bollard photocell
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Developed for use within base-lit bollards, the  
Low-Light uses a discrete circuit which allows the 
unit to be installed into the gear tray. When in 
position the sensor receives daylight through the top 
of the bollards and is unaffected by the fluorescent 
lights used within the unit.  It should be noted that 
this unit effectively reduces the burning hours of a 
bollard when compared with 24/7/365 operation 
by about 2500hrs/year although bollard shell 
cleanliness and opacity will affect this figure.  
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Model lowlight bollard photocell

Type Miniature

Electronic Solid State                       ✓

Electronic EM Relay Load Switching

Supply Voltage 50/60Hz AC 198-264

Approx switch on level Typical Dusk IR level

Approx switch off level Typical Dawn IR level

Switching Differential N/A 

 

Maximum total load for discharge lighting  
(eg. HPS, MH) (watts) 70

Maximum total load for incandescent lighting  
(watts) / Maximum VA Not suitable

Switching Delay In Seconds 5-60

Polycarbonate Enclosure (UV Stabilised)                       ✓

Power Consumption  (watts) <0.25

Sensor Type Infra Red Photodiode

Sensor Drift Negligible

Fixing hole diameter  16mm

Max Operating Ambient Temp Range (ºC) -20/+75

IP Rating Installed IP20

VDR Voltage Suppression                       ✓

Additional Features Use Alongside  
 Fluorescent Lighting

lowlight bollard photocell
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Dimensions
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reflect relay
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Sign lighting • Bollard lighting • 
Emergency lighting

The Reflect Relay is a revolutionary 
energy saving controller, designed to 
switch off energy consuming devices 
such as bollards and signposts when 
not required, thereby reducing the 
carbon footprint and delivering real 
cost savings and benefits.

Working in series with a photocell, 
the Reflect Relay continually senses 
current to the street lamp, enabling 
it to switch off when the street lamp 
switches off, effectively ‘reflecting’ the 
state of the photocell switch.

energy saving, current sensing device
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reflect relay
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Specification

CONTACT DATA

Configuration:1 Normally Open

Rated current: 12A

Contact material: AgNi 90/10

Max breaking capacity: 3000V

Operate Time Max: 8ms

Mechanical Endurance:  
10 x 106 ops

Insulation between open relay 
contacts: 1000 Vrms

DEVICE DATA

Operating Voltage: 175 to 300 
Vac

Operating Temperature: 
-25°c to +75°c

Power consumption: <1VA

IP / NEMA Rating: IP20 
(outside of Trojan)

Body Material: Plastic

Flame retardant UL 94V0 
material

Max 2 x 2.5mm2 solid or 
stranded wire entry

Top hat 35mm din rail or 

surface mounting

Dimensions

Depth 47mm

Height 86.7mm

Width 17.5 mmAlso available in surface mount 
form with 200mm leads. 
(Dims: 87mm x 43mm x 27mm)

Key Features

Easy installation

Reduced carbon footprint

Cost effective

Up to 50% energy savings

Robust construction
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Effective Energy Reduction
Typically, the majority of lighting on signposts and 
bollards are continually on throughout the day and 
night. Take the ‘Keep Left’ bollard on a traffic island, 
by powering the bollard through a Reflect Relay the 
bollard will turn off during the day, saving on average 
over a year, twelve hours of energy per day.

Flexible in application, the Reflect Relay can also 
be used to extend the switching capability of any 
switching device whether that extension is as an 
extra output, a volt-free signal or to add additional 
switching power.

Small in size, retrofittable in minutes and without 
changing any wiring at the photocell makes the 
Reflect Relay install simple, safe and cost-effective.

selection chart
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The Lucy fused product range features 
the popular Trojan street lighting 
isolators, the Titan range of street 
lighting cut outs with many class-
leading features, and the MC040SLF 
single phase cut out – a simple yet 
reliable and hardwearing unit.                                                                                 

lucy
fused products

84
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Lucy zodion’s Trojan isolators deliver optimum 
versatility with a wealth of practical features 
that make them a popular choice both with Local 
Authorities and contractors. Presented in 2, 3 and 
4 way modular format, they cater for a variety of 
applications that require double pole isolation in 
a compact yet robust housing. Units are typically 
supplied with an isolator and fuses but can be 
configured with DIN rail mounting modules of the 
Customer’s choice thanks to the in-house design 
and build service.

trojan
Street lighting isolators

85
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2/3 way modular system

trojan2 midi

INTRODUCING...
the NEW Trojan2 Midi, 2/3 way modular 
systemthat replaces the Trojan Midi.

COMING SOON – LOOK OUT FOR NEW 
ADDITIONS TO THE TROjAN2 RANGE.

fu
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Features

Durable, robust thermoplastic 
enclosure with good anti-
tracking properties

Cage type terminals with 
serrated bores and combi-head 
pinching screws in control / 
protection modules

Downward oriented lantern 
cable grommets to provide 
drip arrest

Isolator supply terminals 
accept up to 1 x 10mm2 solid 
/ stranded conductors

Insulated gland plate with 2 x 
25mm cable entries via PVC 
conical grommets

Pre-loaded cross head 
corrosion resistant fixing 
screws

Fuse carrier terminals accept 
up to 25mm2 conductors

Lockable fuse carrier and 
transparent front access cover

Rail mounted earth terminal 
accepts 3 x 10mm2 conductors

Shrouded test probe access to 
incoming and outgoing control 
module terminals

Specification

1 x 32A DP isolator, 1 x 25A 
BS88 fuse carrier, 1 x Earth 
terminal block, Insulated gland 

plate with 2 x 25mm entries

Trough/gland options

The Trojan2 Midi isolator is 
compatible with the Lucy 
Titan2 range of troughs and 
gland plates. (See pages 99 
and 100)

Conformity to Standards

Fuse carrier KEMA tested to 
IEC/EN 60269-1

DP isolator KEMA tested to 
IEC/EN 60947-3

IP rating according to BSEN 
60529

Accepts fuse links to BS 88 
Part 1

Meticulous attention to detail results in the compact 
dimensions of the latest addition to the Trojan range. 
Equipped with a 32A DP isolator and a 25A fuse carrier 
featuring an interlock device that automatically slides over 
the fuse carrier(s) when the isolator is moved to the ON 
position ensuring that a fuse carrier cannot be opened 
with the circuit energised. Both the Lucy isolator and the 
Lucy fuse carrier have been third party tested at KEMA 
laboratories to their relevant standards. A removable blank 
enables an extra module to be incorporated if desired.

trojan2 midi
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selection chart

Dimensions

Height: 173mm

Width: 90mm

Depth: 80mm

Weight

Net weight (without fuses) 
0.41kg
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selection chart

trojan2 midi

N T M

Ref.

1  32A DP Switch & 2 
Blanking Plates

2  32A DP Switch & Fuse 
Holder 1 Blanking Plate

3  32A DP Switch & 2 
Fuse Holders

P Special   

trojan midi type earth block

Ref.

NEB0 No Block

NEB2 16A Earth Block 2TT

NNB0 No Block

NNB2 16A Neutral Block 2TT

Ref.

NEO No Trough Fitted
NEA Extension Trough Triple Entry
NEB EX Extension Trough
NEC Large Extension Trough NEA + NEB
NED New ED Extension Trough Assembly
NEE Short Extension Trough Triple Entry
NEF Short Extension Trough Double Entry
NEH Extension Trough NEF + NEE
NEI Extension Trough NEF + NEA
NEJ Extension Trough NEE + NEB
NEK Extension Trough NEF + NEC  

Ref.

DRT1 2TT L+N
DRT2 2TT L+N+E
DRT3 2TT 3 Phase N+E
DRT4 2TT L, N, E Spur LS, NS
DRT 2TT L, N, 3TTE Spur LS, NS
DRT7 2TT Earth
DRT8 2TT LS, NS, E
DR3T2 3TT L+N
DR3T3 3TT L+N+E
DR3T4 3TT 3 Phase N+E
DR3T5 3TT L, N, E Spur LS, NS
DR3T6 3TT Earth  

Ref.

DXT1 2TT L+N
DXT2 2TT L+N+E
DXT3 2TT 3 Phase N+E
DXT4 2TT L, N, E Spur LS, NS
DXT7 2TT Earth
DX3T2 3TT L+N
DX3T3 3TT L+N+E
DX3T4 3TT 3 Phase N+E
DX3T5 3TT L, N, E Spur LS, NS
DX3T6 3TT Earth  

trough only

new ED trough

NEA trough

Ref.

NR2 2TT 3 Phase N+E
NR3 3TT 3 Phase N+E
NR4 Stud Blocks 3 Phase N+E
NR5 Stud Blocks L, N, E
NR6 Stud Blocks L, N, E Spur LS, NS  

red mouldings extension block assembly

Ref.

NG02 Plastic Plate 2x20 Grom
NG08 Plastic Plate 2x25 Grom
NG12 Brass Plate 2x20 Grom
NG13 Brass Plate 2x25 Grom
NG14  Brass Plate 1xBW 20 1x20 Grom
NG18 Brass Plate 2xBW 20
NG22  Brass Plate 1x20 Grom & 1xLM20 

Tube
NG24  Brass Plate 1x25 Grom & 1xLM25 

Tube
NG25 Brass Plate 2xLM20 Tubes
NG26 Brass Plate 2xLM25 Tubes
NG27  Brass Plate 1xBW 20 & 1x20 

Grom  

extension trough gland 
plate (double entry)

Ref.

NG51  Plastic Plate 3x25 Grom Stud

NG52  Brass Plate 1x20 Grom & 2x25 
Grom

NG53 Brass Plate 3x25 Grom

NG60  Brass Plate 1x20 Grom + 2 LM25 
Tubes

NG61 Brass Plate 3xLM25 Tubes

NG65 Brass Plate 3xBW20

NG67 Brass Plate 3xLM20 Tubes

NG68 Brass Plate 3x20 Grom

NG78  Brass Plate 1xBW20 + 2x20 Grom

NG79  Brass Plate 2xBW20 +1x20 Grom

NG80   Brass Plate 1x20 +2x25 Grom

NG81 Brass Plate 3xBW25

NG82  Brass Plate 2xBW25 + 1x25 Grom

NG83  Brass Plate 1xBW25 +2x25 Grom

NG85  Brass Plate 1x20 Grom + 2x32 
Grom

NG86  Brass Plate 1xBW20 + 2x25 Grom

NG87  Plastic G/P 1x25 Grom 2x25 
Plastic Glands  

extension trough gland 
plate (triple entry)

Ref.

NG18  Brass Plate 2xBW20 Assembly 
SP Length Glands

NG65  Brass Plate 3xBW20 Assembly 
SP Length Glands  

special
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The troughs featured above are specifically 
designed to enhance the versatility of 
the Trojan2 range, providing solutions for 
even the most onerous cabling situations. 
Manufactured from the same high 
performance thermoplastics as the fuse unit, 
the extension troughs can be fitted with a 
variety of terminations including insulated 
terminal blocks or stud terminals. (See Page 
88 for details) Gland plates are available 
in either brass or insulated material to suit 
different earthing requirements.

Mini Extension Trough NEF, 2 entry

Length 34mm, Width 79mm,

Depth 66mm

Mini Extension Trough NEE, 3 entry

Length 38mm, Width 86mm,

Depth 93mm

Extension Trough NEA, 3 entry

Length 90mm, Width 98mm,

Depth 93mm

Extension Trough NEC, 3 entry

Created by coupling NEA trough to NEB

Terminals can be installed in either 

upper chamber (NEA) or lower 

chamber (NEB).

Length 180mm, Width 98mm,

Depth 93mm

NEA Trough base

Shown fitted with 5 x 25mm2

capacity insulated terminal blocks.

trojan2 troughs

NED with 3 phase neutral 
and earth blocks

NEA 2TT Terminal Block 
Arrangement

NEA 3TT Terminal Block 
Arrangement

NEA

NEB

NED
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2 way modular system

trojan mini

Built with ease of installation foremost 
in mind, the Trojan Mini has surprisingly 
generous cabling access for a product of its 
size. Able to accept a variety of cable types 
and terminations, the Trojan Mini can also 
be supplied pre-wired with connection 
leads to reduce on-site installation time.
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T R

Ref.

1  32A DP Switch + Blanking 
Plate

2  32A DP Switch + Fuse 
Holder

3  1 x MCB & Blanking Plate 
(State Rating of MCB)

4  32A DP Switch + MCB 
(State Rating of MCB)    

Ref.

EB0  No Earth Block

EB1  Earth Block

EB2 Earth Block 2TT

EB3  Earth Block & Earth Lead

EB4  Earth Block 2TT & Earth 
Lead    

Ref.

GX  No Gland Plate

MG25  Moulded in Insulated 
Gland Plate 1x25mm Grom

 Removable type
PP20  Insulated Gland Plate 

1x20mm Grom

BP20  Brass Gland Plate  
1x20mm Grom  

TP20  Brass Gland Plate 1xLM20

TP25  Brass Gland Plate 1xLM25  

trojan mini type earth blockgland plate type

Note: EB3 & EB4 come with 
an earth lead for connection to 
brass gland plate

Note: All brass gland plates are 
supplied with earth studs

extension trough blocks

extension trough gland plate

options

Ref.

XTO  Extension Trough, No 
Terminals

XT1  Extension Trough with 1 
TT Block

XT2  Extension Trough with 2 
TT Block

XT3  Extension Trough with 3 
TT Block

XT4  Extension Trough with 4 
TT Block

Ref.

G02 Plastic Plate Grom 2x20mm

G06 Plastic Plate Grom 2x25mm
G12 Brass Plate Grom 2x20mm

G13 Brass Plate Grom 2x25mm

G22  Brass Plate Grom 1x20mm+ 
Tube1xLM20

G24  Brass Plate Grom 1x25mm+ 
Tube1xLM25

G25 Brass Plate Tubes 2xLM20

G26 Brass Plate Tubes 2xLM25  

Ref.

S  Special requirements: 
Fuses, tails, external earth 
lead tail 

Specification

32A Double Pole switched 
isolator KEMA tested to IEC/EN 
60947-3 

Safety interlock device 
allowing the unit to be locked 
in the ‘OFF’ position so that 
fuse withdrawal under load is 
impossible.

BS88 Fuse holder KEMA tested 
to IEC/EN 60269-1

IP 33D rating

Clear lockable hinged lid 
showing the ‘ON/OFF’ position

MD or LD fuses supplied 
separately

DIN rail mounting for modules

High grade flame retardant 
ABS enclosure

XTO Extension trough available 
for larger section cables  

(See page 96)

Dimensions

Height: 170mm

Width: 60mm

Depth: 83mm

trojan mini
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4 way modular system

trojan maxi

The Maxi is the largest enclosure in
the Trojan portfolio. just like the
Mini and Midi variants, the Maxi
carries the same high specification
equipment but with the increased
versatility that 4 modules gives.
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Specification

32A Double Pole switched 
isolator KEMA tested to IEC/EN 
60947-3

Safety interlock device 
allowing the unit to be locked 
in the ‘OFF’ position so that 
fuse withdrawal under load is 
impossible.

BS88 Fuse holder KEMA tested 
to IEC/EN 60269-1

IP43 rating

Clear lockable hinged lid 
showing the ‘ON/OFF’ 
positions

MD or LD fuses supplied 
separately

DIN rail mounting for modules

High grade flame retardant 
ABS enclosure

Extension troughs available  
for larger section cables  

(See page 96)

Dimensions

Height 172mm

Width 94mm

Depth 84mm

T W

trojan maxi
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selection chart

Ref.

02  32A DP Switch + 2 BS88 Fuse Holder  
+1 Blanking Plate

03  32A DP Switch + 3 x BS88 Fuse Holders

12  32A DP Switch + 2 MCB (State Rating of 
MCB) + 1 Blanking Plate

13  32A DP Switch + 3 MCB’s (State Rating 
of MCB)   

Ref.

N0 No Neutral Block

N1 Neutral Block

EB0 No Earth Block

EB1 Earth Block

EB2 Earth Block 2TT

EB2N1 Earth Block 2TT & Neutral

EB3* Earth Block and Earth Lead

EB4* Earth Block 2TT and Earth Lead   

trojan maxi type

earth block

Note: Using EB3 and EB4 requires the use of 
ED Extension Trough

extension trough mouldings

terminal block

Ref.

EX No Extension Trough
EA  Large Moulding Ref EA (triple entry)
EC   Extra Long Extension (triple entry)  

Trough Ref EA+EB=EC
ED  Red Extension Trough ED (double entry)
EE Adapter Trough EE (triple entry)
EF   Mini Extension Trough EF (double entry)

Ref.

 Terminal Block for Extension Trough 
TX No Terminal Blocks
  For use with Extension Trough EA only
T2 2 x 2TT 25sq Blocks = L+N
T3 3 x 2TT 25sq Blocks = L+N+E
T4 4 x STUDS = TP+N
  For use with Extension Trough ED only
2T2 2 x 2TT 25sq Blocks = L+N
2T3 3 x 2TT 25sq Blocks = L+N+E
2T4 5 x 2TT 25sq Blocks = 3 Phase+N+E
2T5 5 x 2TT 25sq Blocks = L+N+E+(L+N spur)
3T2 2 x 3TT 25sq Blocks = L+N
3T3 3 x 3TT 25sq Blocks = L+N+E
3T4 5 x 3TT 25sq Blocks = 3 Phase+N+E
3T5 5 x 3TT 25sq Blocks = L+N+E+(L+N spur)

Ref.

G02 Plastic Plate GROM 2 x 20mm

G04 Plastic Plate IPG13 Fitted + GROM

G06 Plastic Plate GROM 2x25mm

G12 Brass Plate GROM 2x20mm

G13 Brass Plate GROM 2x25mm

G14 Brass Plate GROM 1x20mm +1xBW20

G15 Brass Plate GROM 1x25 +1xBW25

G16 Brass Plate 1xPG13 +1xBW20

G17 Brass Plate GROM 1xPG13+1xBW20

G18 Brass Plate 2xBW20

G22  Brass Plate GROM 1x20mm + Tube 
1xLM20

G24  Brass Plate GROM 1x25mm + Tube 
1xLM25

G25 Brass Plate Tubes 2xLM20

G26 Brass Plate Tubes 2xLM25

G32 Brass Plate 1xPG13 +1xBW25   

Ref.

G51 Plastic Plate GROM 3x25mm

G52 Brass Plate GROM 1x20mm + 2x25mm

G53 Brass Plate GROM 3x25mm

G54 Brass Plate GROM 1x25mm+2xBW25

G55 Brass Plate 1xBW20 + 1xBW25

G56 Brass Plate 3xBW25

G60  Brass Plate GROM 1x20mm+ 2xLM25 
Tubes

G61 Brass Plate 3xLM25 Tubes

G62  Brass Plate 1x20mm GROM + 2xLM32 
Tubes

G63  Brass Plate 1xLM20 TUBES+ 2xLM32 
Tubes

G64  Brass Plate 1xLM25 TUBE + 2xLM32 
Tubes

G65 Brass Plate 3x20mm BW GLANDS

G66 Brass Plate GROM 2x25mm

G67 Brass Plate 3xLM20 Tubes

G68 Brass Plate GROM 3x20mm   

standard trojan maxi 
glandplate (double entry)

extension trough glandplate 
(triple entry)

Ref.

S  Special requirements: eg fuses, tails, 
external earth lead tails.

options
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4 way modular system

trojan festive unit

Typical layout of a
4 way festive unit

Based on the Trojan Maxi enclosure, the 
Festive Lighting Unit accepts up to 4 DIN 
modules which the Customer is free to 
specify. Typical configurations include a 
combination of MCBs, RCBOs, RCDs, time
clocks and contactor modules in addition 
to the more conventional isolating 
switches and fuse holders.
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trojan festive unit
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Lucy zodion’s Design and Engineering 
Service is set up to source the modules, 
populate the units and wire them 
according to Customer requirements, 
thereby enabling the contractor to 
save costly on-site installation time. 
Extension troughs with two or three 
glanded cable entries can be specified 
to suit different cabling situations.

Specification

Enclosure specification as per the Trojan Maxi 4 module unit. 

Lucy 32A DP Isolator and BS88 Fuse Carrier

Fully conforming to their respective IEC/EN standards, the Lucy 
32A Double pole isolator and BS88 fuse carrier are engineered to 
give reliable service in harsh environments over very long periods 
of time. Tested in the KEMA laboratories, they are standard fitment 
to all Lucy Street Lighting isolators.

Specification

32A DP Isolator 

Conforms to IEC/EN 60947-3

Category of Duty: AC22B

Maximum size conductor: 
16mm2

Contact gap: >3mm

BS88 Fuse Carrier 

Conforms to IEC/EN 60269-1

Maximum fuse rating: 25A

Maximum size conductor: 
25mm2

Cam assisted fuse extraction

 Number of DIN modules*

SP Miniature Circuit Breaker  1

DP Miniature Circuit Breaker  1 or 2

Remote control module for mcb  1

Remote indicator module for mcb  0.5

Power-on indicator module  1

RCBO  1

Residual Current Device   2

Time clock (analogue or digital)   1

Contactor  1

Metering unit   1

*The number of modules for a given function may vary according to

manufacturer. Please check for compatibility prior to placing order

Typical functions that can be integrated to the Festive 
units include the following:
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As a complement to the Trojan Midi and Maxi isolators, 
the troughs above provide additional space to terminate 
more numerous cables of a bigger section. Gland plates 
are available in brass or insulated material to suit 
different earthing configurations.

Red Extension Trough ED, 2 entry

Can be equipped with terminal blocks

See Selection chart (p93) for details.

Length 104mm, Width 78mm,  

Depth 65mm.

Extension Trough EA, 3 entry

Can be equipped with terminals

See Selection chart (p93) for details.

Length 90mm, Width 90mm,

Depth 93mm

EA Trough base

Shown fitted with 25mm2 capacity

insulated terminal blocks.

See Selection chart (p93) for full

range of options.

Extension Trough XTO, 2 entry  
(Trojan Mini only)

Can be equipped with terminals.

Length 120mm, Width 80mm,

Depth 65mm

Extension Trough EC, 3 entry

Created by coupling Trough EA to EB

Terminals can only be installed in

upper chamber (EA).

See Selection chart (p93) for details.

Length 150mm, Width 90mm,

Depth 93mm

Mini Extension Trough EF, 2 entry

Length 34mm, width 79mm,

Depth 66mm

Mini Extension Trough EE, 3 entry

Length 50mm, Width 86mm,

Depth 93mm

EA

EB

trojan maxi/festive troughs
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The Titan2 Cut out is supplied as standard with 
many class-leading features that make the 
installer’s task considerably easier. Take for 
instance the cam lever handle that enables 
effortless release of the fuse carrier in one 
movement or the generous cabling space to 
terminate a wide variety of conductor types and 
sizes. Where dual or triple entries are required, a 
choice of either insulated or brass gland plates is 
available, the latter being specifically provided for 
the termination of SWA cables.

High quality engineering thermoplastics make the 
Titan2 range the ideal choice to withstand heavy 
use in demanding locations.

titan
Street lighting cut outs

97
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titan2

Specification

Designed and tested in 
accordance with BS 7654:1997 
and IEC/EN 60947-Part 1

Accepts fuses to IEC 269-1 and 
BS 88 Part 1, AC16 tag type

Moulded in high performance 
thermoplastics

IP43 rating

Single or Double pole

Single or Twin fuse

Detachable terminal block in 
extension trough facilitates 
termination of heavy duty 
cables

Electroplated brass terminal 
blocks accept conductors up to 
25mm2

Terminal blocks for 1 to 3 
conductors

Stud and lug connections

Serrated bores in terminals to 
ensure good contact with all 
conductor types

Red terminal block cover for 
safety

Brass or insulated gland plate 
options

Padlock and sealing wire 
facilities provided

Captive screw on cam lever

single and double pole cut outs
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Dimensions

Height 150mm

Width 81mm

Depth 65mm

titan2
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N N NT G

Ref.

 Single Phase, Single Pole
02 Loop in/out, 1 Fuse

04 Loop in/out, 2 Fuses

 Single Phase, Double Pole

06 Loop in/out, 1 Fuse

08 Loop in/out, 2 Fuses

 Single Phase, Double Pole + Spurs
10  Loop in/out, 2 Fuses with double pole 

fused spur

  Three Phase, Double Pole, Single 
Phase Out

12 Loop in/out, 1 Fuse

14 Loop in/out, 2 Fuses

 Single Phase, Single Pole CNE
15 Loop in/out, 1 Fuse

Ref.

TT Tunnel Terminal

3TT 3 Tunnel Terminal Block

BP Brass Pillar   

titan2 fuse unit

terminal block

extension trough

terminal block for extension trough

red mouldings extension block

Ref.

NEO No trough fitted

NEA Extension Trough Triple Entry

NEB Ex Extension Trough

NEC Large Extension Trough NEA + NEB

NED Extension Trough Double Entry

NEE Short Extension Trough Triple Entry

NEF Short Extension Trough Double Entry

NEH Extension Trough NEF + NEE

NEI Extension Trough NEF + NEA

NEJ Extension Trough NEE + NEB

NEK Extension Trough NEF + NEC

Ref.

NTX No Terminal Blocks

NT1 2TT L + N

NT2 2TT L + N + E

NT3 2TT 3 Phase N + E

NT4 2TT L, N, E Spur LS, NS

NT5 3TT 3 Phase N + E

NT6 3TT Earth

NT7 2TT Earth

Ref.

NR2 2TT 3 Phase N + E

NR3 3TT 3 Phase N + E

NR4 Stud Blocks 3 Phase N + E

NR5 Stud Blocks L, N, E

NR6 Stud Blocks L, N, E, Spur LS, NS

Ref.

NG02 Plastic Plate GROM 2 x 20mm
NG04 Plastic Plate IPG13 Fitted + GROM
NG06 Plastic Plate GROM 2x25mm
NG12 Brass Plate GROM 2x20mm
NG13 Brass Plate GROM 2x25mm
NG14 Brass Plate GROM 1x20mm +1xBW20
NG15 Brass Plate GROM 1x25 +1xBW25
NG16 Brass Plate 1xPG13 +1xBW20
NG17 Brass Plate GROM 1xPG13+1xBW20
NG18 Brass Plate 2xBW20
NG22  Brass Plate GROM 1x20mm + Tube 

1xLM20
NG24  Brass Plate GROM 1x25mm + Tube 

1xLM25
NG25 Brass Plate Tubes 2xLM20
NG26 Brass Plate Tubes 2xLM25
NG32 Brass Plate 1xPG13 +1xBW25   

Ref.

NG51 Plastic Plate GROM 3x25mm
NG52 Brass Plate GROM 1x20mm + 2x25mm
NG53 Brass Plate GROM 3x25mm
NG55 Brass Plate 1xBW20 + 1xBW25
NG60  Brass Plate GROM 1x20mm +  

2xLM25 Tubes
NG61 Brass Plate 3xLM25 Tubes
NG62  Brass Plate 1x20mm GROM +  

2xLM32 Tubes
NG63  Brass Plate 1xLM20 TUBES +  

2xLM32 Tubes
NG64  Brass Plate 1xLM25 TUBE +  

2xLM32 Tubes
NG65 Brass Plate 3x20mm BW GLANDS
NG66 Brass Plate GROM 2x25mm
NG67 Brass Plate 3xLM20 Tubes
NG68 Brass Plate GROM 3x20mm
NG81 Brass Plate 3xBW25
NG82 Brass Plate GROM 1x25mm+2xBW25   

standard titan glandplate 
(double entry)

extension trough glandplate 
(triple entry)

Ref.

B 300mm External Earth Lead
D Fit Fuse/s, state rating
F Trough Block Carrier as specified
S  If “S” Special requirement is selected, a full 

description must be provided

options

Note: Please refer to Extension Trough page 100
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The troughs featured above are specifically designed 
to enhance the versatility of the Titan2 range, 
providing solutions for even the most onerous 
cabling situations. Manufactured from the same 
high performance thermoplastics as the fuse unit, 
the extension troughs can be fitted with a variety of 
terminations including insulated terminal blocks or 
stud terminals. (See Page 99 for details) Gland plates 
are available in either brass or insulated material to 
suit different earthing requirements.

Mini Extension Trough NEF, 2 entry

Height 34mm, Width 79mm,

Depth 66mm

Mini Extension Trough NEE, 3 entry

Height 40mm, Width 86mm,

Depth 93mm

Extension Trough NEA, 3 entry

Height 90mm, Width 98mm,

Depth 93mm

Extension Trough NEC, 3 entry

Created by coupling NEA trough to NEB

Terminals can be installed in either 

upper chamber (NEA) or lower 

chamber (NEB)

Height 180mm, Width 98mm,

Depth 93mm

NEA Trough base

Shown fitted with 5 x 25mm2

capacity insulated terminal blocks.

titan2 troughs

NEA

NEB
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titan2
schematic diagrams

Ref. Description

LI Live feed out

L2 Second Live feed out

N Neutral

LL Live supply loop

NL Neutral supply loop

LS Live spur

NS Neutral spur

EU Earth block in upper chamber

EL Earth block in lower chamber

Symbol denoting 
LST Fuselink

LL

F

NL

N EL

In Out

L1

LL NL

N EL

In Out

LL NL

In Out

L1 N

EL

L1

LL NL

In

L2

Out

N

EL

P1

F1

N

In

P2 P3

Out

L1 N EU

P1 N

In

P2 P3

Out

F1 F2

L1 N EUL2
L1

LI N+E

N E

In Out

L1

LL NL

In

LS

Out

N EU

Spur

LS NS

F
F

F

F
F

LL

F

NL

N EL

In Out

L1

LL NL

N EL

In Out

LL NL

In Out

L1 N

EL

L1

LL NL

In

L2

Out

N

EL

P1

F1

N

In

P2 P3

Out

L1 N EU

P1 N

In

P2 P3

Out

F1 F2

L1 N EUL2
L1

LI N+E

N E

In Out

L1

LL NL

In

LS

Out

N EU

Spur

LS NS

F
F

F

F
F

Single Phase Single Pole
Type NT02 Loop in/out
Single Fuse

Single Phase Double Pole 
with Double Pole Fused Spur
Type NT10 Loop in/out with
Fused Double Pole Spur

Single Phase Double Pole
Type NT06 Loop in/out
Single Fuse

Type NT14 Loop in/out
Two Fuses fed from P1

Type NT04 Loop in/out
Two Fuses

Three Phase Double Pole
Type NT12 Loop in/out
One Fuse

Type NT08 Loop in/out
Two Fuses

Type NT15 REC/PME Version

This unit will usually require use 
of extension trough Ref NEA 
with suitable gland plate
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MC040SLF
single phase cut out

Two versions are available, 

Type 1 Separate Neutral 

and Earth (SNE) and Type 2 

Combined Neutral / Earth 

(CNE) for PME applications.

With its low body split line to maximise cabling 
access, the SLF is the simplest exponent of the 
single pole Cut outs. Tough, engineering grade 
thermoplastics and fully electroplated brass 
componentry ensure that the SLF will have a long, 
reliable service life. Safety, as ever, is an important 
consideration, hence the cam operated fuse handle 
ensures that electrical disconnection takes place 
prior to the fuse carrier being extracted.
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Specification

Designed and tested in 
accordance with BS 7654:1997

25A maximum fuse rating

Accepts fuse links to BS 88 
Part 1, AC 16 tag type

IP22 rating

Single Pole isolation

Single fuse

Electroplated brass terminals 
with serrated bores

Maximum cable size; 16mm2 
stranded copper or 25mm2 
solid aluminium conductors

Cable entry via PVC grommets 
as standard

Outgoing cables exit below 
horizontal to form drip loop

Sealing wire facility

Dimensions

Height 150mm

Width 76mm

Depth 60mm

MC040SLF
single phase cut out
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Order code Description

MC040SLF 25A SLCO TYPE 1 (SNE) Separate Neutral and Earth

MC040SLF 25A SLCO TYPE 2 (CNE) Combined Neutral and Earth

LST fuse

Order details for MC040SLF

Fuses to fit the MC040SLF are obtainable under the 
following part numbers: 

LST2 AMP

LST4 AMP

LST6 AMP

LST10 AMP

LST16 AMP

LST20 AMP

LST25 AMP
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trojan and titan accessories

Standard fitment

2TT

Optional terminations

3TT

Brass pillar BP

Standard fitment locks

Gland Plates

All terminal blocks used in Street Lighting products 

are machined from solid brass which is electro-

tin plated to prevent oxidisation. Both solid 

aluminium and stranded copper conductors up 

to 25mm2 can be utilised. The terminal bores are 

serrated for optimum conductivity and are fitted

with brass M6 screws. Additional methods of 

termination include pillar terminals which again 

are of brass construction.

Brass or insulated gland plates are available in 

one, two or three entry formats. They are able 

to receive 20, 25 or 32mm brass tubes for the 

termination of SWA cables or alternatively

grommets and cable glands of the sizes indicated 

in the Selection charts. Internal earth leads are

available with all brass gland plates.

3TT

2TT

BP
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Eco-friendly 
vision

Lucy zodion is one of the UK’s leading manufacturers and suppliers 
of street lighting equipment, supplying a wide range of low voltage 
fused streetlighting isolation products, photo-electric control units, 
electronic control gear (including Vizion® CMS),  sheet steel and 
cast iron pillars and associated equipment. Our products are both 
cutting edge offering energy savings of up to 40% and innovatively 
designed to be highly functional yet very robust. We recognise that 
part of this vision is building and bringing to market environmentally 
friendly products, with a key component being efficiency with low 
consumption and exceptional control. As you would expect from the 
foremost manufacture of street lighting, our investment in the future 
is essential, not only for us but for our customers.
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Leading the way in 
street lighting...




